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Abstract

Factored Markov decision processes (MDPs) are a prominent paradigm within the artificial

intelligence community for modeling and solving large-scale MDPs whose rewards and dynamics

decompose into smaller, loosely interacting components. Through the use of dynamic Bayesian

networks and context-specific independence, factored MDPs can achieve an exponential reduc-

tion in the state space of an MDP and thus scale to problem sizes that are beyond the reach of

classical MDP algorithms. However, factored MDPs are typically solved using custom-designed

algorithms that can require meticulous implementations and considerable fine-tuning. In this

paper, we propose a mathematical programming approach to solving factored MDPs. In con-

trast to existing solution schemes, our approach leverages off-the-shelf solvers, which allows for a

streamlined implementation and maintenance; it effectively capitalizes on the factored structure

present in both state and action spaces; and it readily extends to the largely unexplored class

of robust factored MDPs, whose transition kernels are only known to reside in a pre-specified

ambiguity set. Our numerical experiments demonstrate the potential of our approach.

Keywords: Factored Markov decision processes; robust Markov decision processes.
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1 Introduction

Dating back to the seminal work of Bellman (1952), Markov decision processes (MDPs) have

emerged as one of the major paradigms to model, analyze and solve dynamic decision problems

affected by uncertainty (Puterman, 1994; Bertsekas, 1995). Nevertheless, traditional MDPs are

hampered by the curse of dimensionality since their characterization of a problem’s dynamics and

reward structure tends to increase exponentially in the length of the problem’s description. In

recent decades, various research communities have devised strategies to circumvent the unfavorable

scalability of traditional MDPs through approximation, decomposition or a blend of both principles.

A large number of physical, biological and social systems possess a nearly decomposable, hierar-

chic structure (Simon, 1962), and the corresponding MDP representations—while large in scale—

naturally embody aggregations of smaller components that evolve more or less independently. This

structure is leveraged by factored MDPs (FMDPs), a methodology popularized predominantly

within the artificial intelligence community. Instead of adopting the flat state space representa-

tion of traditional MDPs that enumerates all states sequentially (such as s � 1, 2, . . .), FMDPs

characterize each state of an MDP via value assignments to state variables (such as “velocity =

high, acceleration = low”), and these assignments evolve and contribute to the system’s rewards

largely independently. This enables a compact representation of the stochastic evolution of FMDPs

through dynamic Bayesian networks, which describe the one-step changes in the state variables as

functions of a small number of ancestral state variables, as opposed to the entire state. FMDPs have

found applications in, among others, resource allocation (Guestrin et al., 2002a; Dolgov and Durfee,

2006), recommender systems (Tavakol and Brefeld, 2014), power plant (Reyes et al., 2004, 2009)

and micro grid management (Angelidakis and Chalkiadakis, 2014, 2015), manufacturing (Boutilier

et al., 2000; Delgado et al., 2011b), infrastructure design (Huang et al., 2017), traffic management

(Delgado et al., 2011b) and robot task planning (Boutilier et al., 2000). Factored representations

are also employed in reinforcement learning (Sallans and Hinton, 2004; Degris et al., 2006; Osband

and Van Roy, 2014) and partially observable MDPs (Williams et al., 2005).

Perhaps due to its artificial intelligence heritage, the solution of FMDPs has largely relied upon

hand-designed algorithms that iteratively manipulate decision trees, algebraic decision diagrams

and/or rule systems representing the dynamics of the system as well as the value function (Boutilier

et al., 1995; Hoey et al., 1999; Zhang and Poole, 1999). While there is no doubt that the resulting
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algorithms have significantly enhanced our comprehension of FMDPs, thereby facilitating numerous

successful practical applications, these algorithms come with their own set of challenges. Most

notably, they require considerable care during (re-)implementation, they tend not to exploit recent

advancements in computational hardware (such as the parallelizability provided by contemporary

multi-core architectures), and they demand considerable technical and domain-specific knowledge

for fine-tuning their hyperparameters.

In this paper, we put forth a new framework that leverages mathematical programming to

model and solve FMDPs. Instead of requiring the state evolution and reward structure to exhibit

a sparse dependence on the current state, our model imposes a sparse dependence on a mixed-

integer linear programming (MILP) representable feature vector derived from the current state and

action. Compared to the existing literature on FMDPs, our MILP feature-based representation

enjoys at least three advantages: (i) it enables us to model richer classes of dependencies since

the feature vector may exhibit a complex dependence on the entire state without impacting the

scalability of our approach; (ii) it allows us to achieve an exponential reduction not only in the

state space but also in the action space; and (iii) it unifies and significantly extends the mainstream

approaches for capturing context-specific independence (which we elaborate upon later). To solve

the resulting FMDP formulation, we combine a well-known approximate linear programming (LP)

formulation for traditional MDPs, which replaces the exponentially large value function with a

linear combination of basis functions, with a novel cutting plane algorithm that identifies violated

constraints through the solution of an MILP (rather than sequentially probing exponentially many

constraints). Our method naturally extends to factored representations of robust MDPs, where the

transition kernel governing the stochastic state evolution is only known to reside in a pre-specified

ambiguity set, and where a policy is sought that performs best in view of the most adversarial

transition kernel contained in the ambiguity set. We consider two representations for the ambiguity

set: a non-factored representation that contains all transition kernels whose marginal projections

along the individual state variables lie in pre-specified sets, and a factored representation that

additionally imposes independence between the transitions of the state variables. We investigate

the numerical performance of our algorithms in two case studies, which also compare them against

alternative approaches from the literature.

The main contributions of this paper may be summarized as follows.
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(i) We propose a new framework for FMDPs that is centered around MILP-representable fea-

tures. Our methodology allows us to exploit factored structure in larger classes of MDPs, and

it enables us to achieve an exponential reduction in both the state and the action spaces.

(ii) We show how an FMDP in our framework can be solved via an MILP-based cutting plane

approach. In contrast to previous work, our approach relies on off-the-shelf solvers and avoids

the need for hand-designed solution schemes.

(iii) We extend our framework to robust FMDPs, which are largely unexplored to date. We

introduce two classes of ambiguity sets, we show how they relate to each other, and we

demonstrate how robust FMDPs can be solved with our cutting plane approach.

More broadly, we see this work as a step towards the ambitious goal of integrating the insights

of two influential yet distinct views on dynamic decision-making under uncertainty: the artificial

intelligence approach, which has been pivotal in introducing, examining and leveraging structure in

MDPs, and the mathematical programming approach, which has been exceptionally successful in

solving MDPs. The source code of our framework, together with all experimental results, is made

available open-source as part of this work to facilitate reuse as well as computational comparisons.1

We are not the first ones to study FMDPs through the lens of mathematical programming. In a

series of papers, Guestrin et al. (2001a,b, 2002b, 2003) and Schuurmans and Patrascu (2001) devise

compact LP formulations for an approximate value iteration and an approximate policy iteration

as well as an approximate linear programming approach for FMDPs. The authors conclude that

their approximate linear programming approach is superior as it exhibits better scaling while at

the same time requiring less stringent assumptions about the structure of the problem. In contrast

to our cutting plane scheme, their approach relies on non-serial dynamic programming (Bertele

and Brioschi, 1972) to equivalently replace an exponential number of constraints with a smaller,

hopefully polynomial, number. Computing the smallest number of equivalent constraints is known

to be NP-hard, and there are instances for which no equivalent reformulation with a small number of

constraints exists. In practice, problem-specific heuristics are employed to generate small equivalent

representations without performance guarantees. The non-serial dynamic programming approach

differs from our method in multiple aspects: (i) it does not seem to accommodate MILP-based

1Anonymous GitHub repository: https://anonymous.4open.science/r/Factored-MDPs-A0F0/.
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feature representations, which provide us with significant additional modelling flexibility, (ii) it

cannot leverage factored structure in the action space, and (iii) its extension to robust FMDPs

requires the solution of non-convex multilinear optimization problems for which currently neither

global nor local optimality guarantees are available. We compare our cutting plane scheme with

the non-serial dynamic programming approach in our numerical experiments.

Delgado et al. (2011b,a, 2016) develop several solution schemes for robust FMDPs. In con-

trast to the non-robust setting, however, these approaches require the solution of highly nonlinear

optimization models as subproblems. The authors solve those problems heuristically using local

optimization techniques, and they do not discuss any convergence guarantees. In summary, our

comprehension of robust FMDPs is not as advanced as our knowledge of robust non-factored MDPs,

for which a relatively complete theory exists (see, e.g., Iyengar, 2005; Nilim and El Ghaoui, 2005;

Wiesemann et al., 2013 as well as the literature review of Ho et al., 2022).

Beyond FMDPs, other frameworks have been proposed to alleviate the curse of dimensionality

of MDPs. Approximate dynamic programming, for example, offers a very general methodology

to control large-scale MDPs by approximating the value function through a linear combination of

basis functions (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Powell, 2011). In contrast to FMDPs, approximate

dynamic programming does not rely on any specific problem structure. However, this generality

implies that the associated solution approaches either require stronger assumptions (such as access

to the stationary distribution under the unknown optimal policy) or provide weaker guarantees

(such as asymptotic rather than finite convergence). Weakly coupled dynamic programming, on the

other hand, studies systems that decompose into largely independently evolving constituent MDPs

that are coupled by a small number of resource constraints (Hawkins, 2003; Adelman and Mersereau,

2008; Bertsimas and Mǐsić, 2016). Weakly coupled dynamic programming is less expressive than

FMDPs as it requires the constituent MDPs to evolve completely independently once a policy has

been fixed. A notable exception is the recent work of Brown and Zhang (2022), which we compare

ourselves against in the numerical experiments.

The remainder of the paper unfolds as follows. Section 2 defines FMDPs as well as sparse

representations via feature vectors, and it introduces our MILP-based cutting plane solution scheme.

Sections 3 and 4 extend our methodology to non-factored and factored robust FMDPs, respectively.

We report the results of numerical experiments in Section 5. Supplementary material and all proofs
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are provided in an electronic companion to maintain the conciseness of the main paper.

Notation. We define B � t0, 1u and let rns � t1, . . . , nu for any n P N. We denote by 1 the

vector of all ones and by ei the i-th canonical basis vector, respectively; in both cases, the dimension

will be clear from the context. For a finite set X � rns, we denote by ∆pX q the set of all probability
distributions over X , which we interpret either as functions ∆ � tpp : X Ñ r0, 1sq :

°
xPX ppxq � 1u

or as vectors ∆ � tp P r0, 1sn : 1Jp � 1u, depending on the context. We define 1rEs as the indicator
function that takes the value 1 (0) if the condition E is (not) satisfied.

2 Factored Markov Decision Processes

A (non-factored) Markov decision process (MDP) is defined by the tuple pS,A, q, p, r, γq, where S
and A represent the finite state and action spaces, q P ∆pSq describes the distribution of the initial

state, the transition probabilities p : S �AÑ ∆pSq characterize the stochastic one-step evolution

of the system, r : S�AÑ R is the reward function, and γ P p0, 1q is the discount factor. MDPs do

not capture any intrinsic structure that an application domain may possess, and they thus often

scale exponentially in a natural representation of the problem.

Example 1 (Predictive Maintenance). Consider a maintenance problem where multiple pieces of

equipment are operated in sequence, and where the condition of upstream equipment impacts the

deterioration rate of downstream equipment. This is the case, for example, (i) in assembly lines

where a poor calibration of the initial cutting step results in subtle defects that can impact the

subsequent welding and soldering steps, (ii) in the oil and gas industry, where poorly maintained

drilling machines result in sediments and other impurities that lead to a faster wear and tear of

downstream equipment such as pipelines, pumps, and processing units, and (iii) in power plants,

where poorly maintained boilers can generate steam at an incorrect pressure or temperature that

causes excessive wear and tear at downstream equipment such as turbines.

Assume that 10 machines are operated in sequence, each of which is in one of 10 states ranging

from 1 (malfunction) to 10 (optimal performance). In each period, exactly 2 machines should un-

dergo maintenance. The problem can be modeled as a non-factored MDP with 1010 states and
�
10
2

�
�

45 actions, which requires the consideration of 1010 � 45 � 1010 � 4.5 � 1021 transitions probabilities.

Oftentimes, we can achieve an exponential reduction in the representation of a problem by
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adopting a factored representation of the state space (Boutilier et al., 2000; Guestrin et al., 2003).

Definition 1 (Factored MDP). A factored MDP (FMDP) is defined by the tuple pS,A, q, p, r, γq,
where the finite state space S �

�
nPrNs Sn constitutes a product of binary sub-state spaces Sn �

BSn, the finite action space is A � BA, the initial distribution is q � tqnunPrNs with qn P ∆pSnq,

the transition kernel is p � tpnunPrNs with pn : S�AÑ ∆pSnq, the reward function is r � trjujPrJs

with rj : S �AÑ R, and the discount factor is γ P p0, 1q.

The restriction to binary sub-state and action spaces in Definition 1 is standard in the FMDP

literature, and it is taken in view of the solution methods that we develop later. That said, all of

our theory readily extends to general finite sub-state and action spaces.

A deterministic and stationary (i.e., time-invariant) policy π : S Ñ A for an FMDP assigns

an action to each state. Under the policy π, the FMDP evolves as follows. The initial state s̃0

is random and satisfies s̃0 � s, where s � ps1, . . . , sN q P S, with probability
±

nPrNs qnpsnq. If

the random state s̃t of the FMDP at time t P N0 satisfies s̃t � s, s P S, then the action πpsq is

taken and the system transitions to the new state s̃t�1 � s1, s1 � ps11, . . . , s
1
N q P S, with probability±

nPrNs pnps
1
n | s, πpsqq. In other words, both the initial and the transition probabilities of an FMDP

multiply across sub-states. For the transition probabilities, this implies that conditional on the

current state and the selected action, each sub-state evolves independently. We are interested in

policies π� that maximize the expected total reward E
�°

tPN0
γt � rps̃t, πps̃tqq | s̃0 � q

�
, where the

stochastic state evolution ts̃tutPN0 is governed by q, p and π as described above, and where the

one-step rewards rps, aq constitute sums of the reward components rjps, aq, j P rJs. (The purpose

of the reward components will become clear shortly.) It is well-known that there always exists a

deterministic and stationary policy that maximizes the expected total reward among all (possibly

non-stationary and/or randomized) policies, see, e.g., Puterman (1994, Theorem 6.2.7).

Example 2 (Predictive Maintenance, Cont’d). Assume that in Example 1, different machines

deteriorate independently of another, conditional on the current state and action. We can model

this problem as an FMDP with 10 sub-state spaces, one for each machine’s condition, and 45

actions, thus requiring the consideration of 10 � 1010 � 45 � 10 � 4.5 � 1013 transition probabilities.

The representation of an FMDP can be compressed further when the rewards and transition

probabilities only depend on parts of the current state. To formalize this idea, we define the scope of
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a function f : X Ñ R with X � BI as srf s � rIszti P rIs : x�i � x1�i ñ fpxq � fpx1q @x, x1 P X u.
Thus, the scope of f comprises the indices of those components of f ’s input that can impact f ’s

value. We informally say that f has a low scope if |srf s| ! I. More formally, a sequence of functions

tf jujPN, f
j : X j Ñ R with X j � BIj and Ij monotonically increasing, has a low scope if |srf js|

is bounded from above by a logarithm of Ij as j grows large. We also define Srf s � t
°

iPrIs 1ri P

srf ss � xi � ei : x P X u, where ei P RI , as the set of all sub-vectors with components i P srf s, padded

with zeros to form a valid input to f . (If X does not contain some of these padded vectors due to

the presence of the zeros, then the domain of f can be extended in the obvious way to accommodate

for those inputs.) Note that |Srf s| ! |X | whenever f has a low scope. FMDPs are particularly

powerful when the reward components rj and the transition probabilities pn exhibit a low scope.

Example 3 (Predictive Maintenance, Cont’d). Assume that in Example 2, the transition probabili-

ties of each machine only depend on the current state of that machine, whether or not that machine

is being repaired, as well as the current state of its immediate predecessor in the sequence (if exis-

tent). The resulting FMDP requires the consideration of of 10 � 2 � 10 � 200 transition probabilities

for the first machine as well as p10 � 10q � 2 � 10 � 2,000 transition probabilities for each subsequent

machine, thus reducing the storage requirements to 18,200 transition probabilities.

Informally, the transition probabilities in Example 3 exhibit a low scope since each pn depends

only on the current state of the machine n as well as at most one predecessor machine, as opposed

to the current state of all machines. In view of our formal definition, consider a family of main-

tenance problems where the number N of machines varies. In that setting, each of the transition

probabilities pn would still only depend on the current state of at most two machines, that is, its

scope would remain constant when the size of the problem grows.

So far, we have focused on exploiting a low scope in the transition probabilities. Analogously,

we will exploit a low scope in the reward components rjps, aq by assuming that each rj : S�AÑ R

exhibits a low scope in s P S. In the context of our maintenance problem, for example, it is natural

to assume that the rewards in each period constitute a sum of machine-specific rewards rjps, aq,

j P rN s, that are determined by each machine’s state sj .

In addition to a low-scope structure, FMDPs can exploit context-specific independence. Sec-

tion 2.1 describes this concept and introduces an MILP-based feature representation that unifies

and extends existing approaches for context-specific independence. Afterwards, Section 2.2 develops
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and analyzes a cutting plane scheme to solve FMDPs with MILP-based feature representations.

2.1 MILP-Based Feature Representation

So far, our parsimonious representation of MDPs exploits (i) a factored structure, under which the

one-step transitions are characterized by the product
±

nPrNs pnps
1
n | s, aq of individual transition

probabilities pn for each sub-state n P rN s, as well as (ii) a low-scope structure, under which the

transition probabilities pn and reward components rj exhibit a low scope with respect to the current

state s P S of the system. Additionally, many application domains possess context-specific indepen-

dence, under which each individual transition probability pn and reward component rj only depend

on a small subset of its scope in any particular context (i.e., the current state and selected action).

Example 4 (Predictive Maintenance, Cont’d). Assume that in Example 3, the transition prob-

abilities of each machine only depend on the current state of that machine, whether or not that

machine is being repaired, as well as whether or not its immediate predecessor in the sequence is in

a poor condition (state 1, 2 or 3). We can model this problem as an FMDP with context-specific

independence that requires the storage of 10�2�10 � 200 transition probabilities for the first machine

as well as p2 � 10q � 2 � 10 � 400 transition probabilities for each subsequent machine, thus reducing

the consideration to 3,800 transition probabilities. Here, the reduction from 2,000 to 400 transition

probabilities for the machines 2, . . . , 10 is achieved by distinguishing between the two contexts where

the predecessor machine is in poor condition or not, rather than storing explicitly the transition

probabilities for each of the 10 possible states of the predecessor machine.

Traditionally, FMDPs capture context-specific independence via decision trees (Boutilier et al.,

1995), algebraic decision diagrams (Hoey et al., 1999) or rule systems (Zhang and Poole, 1999).

A decision tree represents a function f : S Ñ R as a tree that branches upon the values of

some of the components of s P S and that contains the function values fpsq as leaf nodes. We can

exploit context-specific independence in the transition probabilities pnps
1
n | s, aq by constructing a

separate tree for each sub-state n P rN s, each possible value s1n P Sn of that sub-state and each

action a P A. Likewise, we can exploit context-specific independence in the rewards rps, aq by

constructing a separate tree for each reward component rj , j P rJs, and each action a P A.

An algebraic decision diagram (ADD) f : BI Ñ R of binary vectors x � px1, . . . , xIq is defined

recursively as follows: An empty function f :HÑ R satisfying fpq � c, for any c P R, is an ADD.
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sn−1,1 = 1?

sn−1,2 = 1?

sn−1,3 = 1?

sn,i = 1?

sn,i+1 = 1?

0

p1

p2

sn,i = 1?

sn,i+1 = 1?

0

q1

q2

sn,i = 1?

sn,i+1 = 1?

0

p1

p2

sn,i = 1?

sn,i+1 = 1?

0

p1

p2

true false

(a) Tree representation

f1psn�1,1, . . . , sn,i�1q � sn�1,1 � g
1psn,i, sn,i�1q � p1� sn�1,1q � f

2psn�1,2, . . . , sn,i�1q
f2psn�1,2, . . . , sn,i�1q � sn�1,2 � g

1psn,i, sn,i�1q � p1� sn�1,2q � f
3psn�1,3, . . . , sn,i�1q

f3psn�1,3, . . . , sn,i�1q � sn�1,3 � g
1psn,i, sn,i�1q � p1� sn�1,3q � h

1psn,i, sn,i�1q
g1psn,i, sn,i�1q � sn,i � p1 � p1� sn,iq � g

2psn,i�1q
g2psn,i�1q � sn,i�1 � p2 � p1� sn,i�1q � 0
h1psn,i, sn,i�1q � sn,i � q1 � p1� sn,iq � h

2psn,i�1q
h2psn,i�1q � sn,i�1 � q2 � p1� sn,i�1q � 0

(b) ADD representation

sn�1,1 � 1 ^ sn,i � 1 ñ p1; sn�1,1 � 1 ^ sn,i�1 � 1 ñ p2
sn�1,2 � 1 ^ sn,i � 1 ñ p1; sn�1,2 � 1 ^ sn,i�1 � 1 ñ p2
sn�1,3 � 1 ^ sn,i � 1 ñ p1; sn�1,3 � 1 ^ sn,i�1 � 1 ñ p2
sn�1,1 � 0 ^ sn�1,2 � 0 ^ sn�1,3 � 0 ^ sn,i � 1 ñ q1
sn�1,1 � 0 ^ sn�1,2 � 0 ^ sn�1,3 � 0 ^ sn,i�1 � 1 ñ q2
sn,i � 0 ^ sn,i�1 � 0 ñ 0

(c) Rule-based representation

ϕ1ps, aq ¥ sn�1,j @j P r3s; ϕ1ps, aq ¤ sn�1,1 � sn�1,2 � sn�1,3; ϕ2ps, aq � sn,i; ϕ3ps, aq � sn,i�1

(d) MILP-based feature representation

Figure 1. Different representations of the transition probabilities pnpsn,i � 1 | s, aq,
n ¡ 1 and an � 0, for the FMDP from Example 5. In part (b), we assume that
pnpsn,i � 1 | s, aq � f1psq.
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If two functions f 1, f2 : BI�i Ñ R are ADDs of binary vectors pxi�1, . . . , xIq, then the function

f : BI�i�1 Ñ R satisfying fpxi, . . . , xIq � xi�f
1pxi�1, . . . , xIq�p1�xiq�f

2pxi�1, . . . , xIq is an ADD of

binary vectors pxi, . . . , xIq. For each sub-state n P rN s and each possible value s1n P Sn of that sub-

state, the associated one-step transition probabilities pnps
1
n|s, aq can be represented as a collection

of ADDs of the state s, one for each action a P A. Likewise, we can exploit context-specific indepen-

dence in the rewards rps, aq by constructing a separate ADD for each reward component rj , j P rJs,

and each action a P A. To facilitate an efficient representation, the order in which the components

of s are inspected can vary across different transition probabilities and reward components.

Finally, a rule system represents a function f : S Ñ R via a number of mutually exclusive and

jointly exhaustive conjunctions that involve (negations of) some of the components of the state s,

together with the associated function values fpsq if the respective conjunctions are satisfied. We

can exploit context-specific independence in the transition probabilities pnps
1
n | s, aq by constructing

a separate rule system for each sub-state n P rN s, each possible value s1n P Sn of that sub-state, and

each action a P A. Likewise, we can exploit context-specific independence in the rewards rps, aq by

constructing a separate rule system for each reward component rj , j P rJs, and each action a P A.

Example 5 (Predictive Maintenance, Cont’d). Consider again the maintenance problem from

Example 4. Representing the problem as an FMDP, we can define the state space as S ��
nPr10s Sn,

where each sub-state space Sn � tsn P B10 :
°

iPr10s sn,i � 1u adopts a unary description of the

machine’s state under which sn,i � 1 if and only if machine n is in state i P r10s. Likewise, we

can define the action space as A � ta P B10 :
°

nPr10s an � 2u such that machine n is repaired

if and only if an � 1. Fix any machine n ¡ 1 and action a P A with an � 0 and assume that

pnps
1
n,i � 1 | s, aq � p1 if sn�1,j � 1 for some j P r3s and sn,i � 1; � p2 if sn�1,j � 1 for some

j P r3s and sn,i�1 � 1; � q1 if sn�1,j � 0 for all j P r3s and sn,i � 1; � q2 if sn�1,j � 1 for

all j P r3s and sn,i�1 � 1. Here, pi and qi, i � 1, 2, are constants from the application domain.

Figure 1 (a)–(c) provide representations of the transition probabilities pnps
1
n,i � 1 | s, aq as trees,

ADDs and rule systems, respectively.

Instead of adopting trees, ADDs or rule systems, we propose to exploit context-specific in-

dependence via MILP-based feature representations. More precisely, we express the dependence

of the reward components rj and transition probabilities pn on both s and a via a feature map
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ϕ : S �AÑ BF that maps state-action pairs ps, aq to binary feature vectors ϕps, aq P BF :

pnp� | s, aq � ψnpϕps, aqq and rjps, aq � ρjpϕps, aqq @ps, aq P S �A, (1a)

where ψn : BF Ñ ∆pSnq, n P rN s and ρj : BF Ñ R, j P rJs, can be any functions as long as they

exhibit low scopes with respect to their inputs φ P tϕps, aq : ps, aq P S�Au. We require the feature

map ϕ to have a mixed-integer linear representation of the form

ϕps, aq � φ ðñ pφ, ζ; s, aq P F for some ζ P RFl � BFb , (1b)

where F is a polyhedron described by Fc linear constraints and ζ is a vector of Fl continuous

and Fb binary auxiliary variables. Note that the representation via feature maps does not restrict

generality since ϕ can be chosen to be the identity map. In practice, however, we are interested in

feature maps under which ψn and ρj exhibit a low scope. For the sake of simplicity and to support

intuition, we henceforth commit a slight abuse of notation and write

pnp� | s, aq � pnp� |ϕps, aqq and rjps, aq � rjpϕps, aqq @ps, aq P S �A

instead of ψn and ρj in (1a).

Example 6 (Predictive Maintenance, Cont’d). Using the state and action spaces of Example 4,

we can represent the same transition probabilities pnps
1
n,i � 1 | s, aq with the MILP-based features

ϕ1ps, aq � 1rsn�1,j � 1 for some j P r3ss, ϕ2ps, aq � 1rsn,i � 1s and ϕ3ps, aq � 1rsn,i�1 � 1s by

setting pnps
1
n,i � 1 | s, aq � p1 if ϕ1ps, aq � 1 and ϕ2ps, aq � 1; � p2 if ϕ1ps, aq � 1 and ϕ3ps, aq � 1;

� q1 if ϕ1ps, aq � 0 and ϕ2ps, aq � 1; � q2 if ϕ1ps, aq � 0 and ϕ3ps, aq � 1; � 0 otherwise. The

MILP representations of ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ3 are presented in Figure 1 (d).

Compared to trees, ADDs and rule systems, MILP-based feature representations offer various

benefits: (i) while perhaps subjective, we would argue that they are easier to define and maintain,

(ii) they can exploit parsimony in both the state and the action space, and (iii) they are at least as

efficient and sometimes substantially more efficient in characterizing context-specific independence.

The second advantage is illustrated in the following example.
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Example 7 (Predictive Maintenance, Cont’d). Consider a variant of our maintenance problem

that comprises N machines in total, out of which m should be repaired in each period. In this case,

the action space satisfies |A| �
�
N
m

�
. Since the representations of trees, ADDs and rule systems grow

linearly in the number of actions, they grow exponentially in a natural problem description: for N �

100 machines and m � 20 repairs per period, for example, we have approximately 5.4 �1020 actions.

In contrast, for each transition probability pnps
1
n,i � 1 |s, aq the MILP-based feature representation of

Example 6 can readily accommodate this setting through the inclusion of a single additional feature

ϕ4ps, aq � 1ran � 1s for each machine n P rN s.

We next discuss the third advantage of MILP-based feature representations, namely that they

are at least as efficient and sometimes significantly more efficient than trees, ADDs and rule systems

in characterizing context-specific independence. To see this, consider a variant of our maintenance

problem where the transition probabilities of each machine n ¡ 1 depend on whether or not at

least 50% of its predecessor machines are in states 8, 9 or 10. In this case, any representation of

the transition probabilities via trees or rule systems would necessarily grow exponentially in the

problem description since every subset of at least half of each machine’s predecessors needs to be

covered either by a path from the root node to a leaf (in the case of trees) or a probability rule

(in the case of rule systems). In contrast, ADDs as well as MILP-based feature representations

can handle this variant efficiently, the latter through the inclusion of n � 1 features ϕnps, aq �

1r
°

iPrnspsi,8 � si,9 � si,10q ¥ n{2s, n P rN � 1s. More formally, we can establish that any of the

three representations from the literature is dominated by our MILP-based feature representation

in the following sense.

Theorem 1 (Complexity of Representing Context-Specific Independence).

(i) For any description of a function f : BI Ñ R as a tree, ADD or rule system, there is an

equivalent description as an MILP-based feature representation whose size is polynomially

bounded in the original description.

(ii) There are descriptions of functions f : BI Ñ R as MILP-based feature representations for

which any equivalent description as a tree, ADD or rule system requires a size that is expo-

nential in the original description.

Despite their versatility, even MILP-based feature representations can scale unfavorably in the
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worst case. This is shown by the next result, which provides an asymptotically tight characterization

of the complexity of MILP-based feature representations in the context of our FMDPs.

Theorem 2 (Feature Complexity). Any feature map ϕ : S � A Ñ BF affords a mixed-integer

linear representation with at most Fc � 2F � |S �A| constraints and no auxiliary variables, that is,

Fl � Fb � 0. Furthermore, unless the two complexity classes P and NP coincide, there are features

ϕ that require Ωp|S �A|q many continuous auxiliary variables and/or constraints or Ωplog |S �A|q
binary auxiliary variables.

Theorem 2 shows that any feature can be represented with a number of constraints that is

polynomially bounded by |S�A| (which itself typically scales exponentially in a natural description

of the problem), and that this upper bound (applied to the constraints and/or continuous auxiliary

variables) is tight in the worst case. The introduction of binary auxiliary variables can help to reduce

this bound at the expense of additional computational effort in the subsequent solution schemes.

While MILP-based feature representations may scale exponentially in the worst case, compact

representations often suffice for powerful features that record complex dependencies on s and a.

Proposition 1 (Feature Maps).

1. Sub-state selection (single). The feature ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1ns, where S 1n � Sn, can be repre-

sented using Fl � |S 1n| and Fb � 0 variables as well as Fc � 1� p1� Snq|S 1n| constraints.

2. Sub-state selection (universal). The feature ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1n @n P N s, where N � rN s

and S 1n � Sn, n P N , can be represented using Fl �
°

nPN |S 1n| and Fb � 0 variables as well

as Fc � 1� |N | �
°

nPN p1� Snq � |S 1n| constraints.

3. Sub-state selection (existential). The feature ϕps, aq � 1rDn P N : sn P S 1ns, where N � rN s

and S 1n � Sn, n P N , can be represented using Fl �
°

nPN |SnzS 1n| and Fb � 0 variables as

well as Fc � 1� |N | �
°

nPN p1� Snq � |SnzS 1n| constraints.

4. Sub-state selection (lower bound). The feature ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1n for at least ν different n P

N s, where N � rN s and S 1n � Sn, n P N , can be represented using Fl �
°

nPN |S 1n| and Fb � 1

variables as well as Fc � 2�
°

nPN p1� Snq � |S 1n| constraints.
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5. Sub-state selection (upper bound). The feature ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1n for at most ν different n P

N s, where N � rN s and S 1n � Sn, n P N , can be represented using Fl �
°

nPN |S 1n| and Fb � 1

variables as well as Fc � 2�
°

nPN p1� Snq � |S 1n| constraints.

Proposition 1 can be readily extended to analogous features for the selected action a P A. For

the sake of brevity, we omit the (largely similar) statement. We close this subsection with a formal

definition of the FMDPs that we will study in the remainder of this paper.

Definition 2 (Featured-Based Factored MDP). A feature-based factored MDP is defined by the

tuple pS,A, ϕ, q, p, r, γq, where S, A, q and γ coincide with their counterparts from Definition 1,

and ϕ, p and r are defined as in equation (1).

We will use the abbreviation FMDP to refer to both FMDPs (cf. Definition 1) and feature-based

FMDPs; the context will make it clear which definition we are referring to.

2.2 Cutting Plane Solution Scheme

Exploiting the factored and low-scope structure as well as the context-specific independence that

is often present in practical applications allows us to derive compact representations of MDPs.

We next develop an iterative algorithm that computes approximately optimal policies for MDPs

described by those representations.

Optimal policies for MDPs are typically computed via value iteration, (modified) policy iteration

or linear programming (LP), see §6.3–6.5 and §6.9 of Puterman (1994). In this paper, we use the

LP approach to determine approximately optimal policies for FMDPs. Our choice is motivated

by the observation of Guestrin et al. (2003) that the LP approach tends to outperform both value

and policy iteration for FMDPs. To this end, consider the following LP, which injects the factored

representation of FMDPs into the standard LP model for MDPs:

minimize
v

¸
sPS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

qnpsnq

�
� vpsq

subject to vpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸
s1PS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

�
� vps1q @ps, aq P S �A

v : S Ñ R

(2)
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The decision variable v in this problem represents the value function of the FMDP; at optimality,

vpsq records the expected total reward if the system starts in state s P S and is operated under an

optimal policy. Note that despite the factored structure of FMDPs, the optimal value function does

not possess a factored representation in general. The constraints ensure that the value function

v weakly overestimates the expected total reward associated with any state s P S under any

possible policy, while the objective function minimizes the expected total reward under the initial

distribution q. Whenever qnpsnq ¡ 0 for all s P Sn and n P rN s, problem (2) has a unique optimal

solution that coincides with the fixed point of the Bellman operator for the FMDP (Puterman,

1994, Theorem 6.2.2 and Section 6.9.1). Irrespective of whether problem (2) has a unique solution,

any optimal solution v� to the problem allows us to recover an optimal policy π� for the FMDP

via the greedy policy

π�psq P argmax
aPA

$&
%

¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸
s1PS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

�
� v�ps1q

,.
- @s P S,

see Puterman (1994, Theorem 6.2.7). Any optimal policy constructed this way attains an expected

total reward that coincides with the optimal objective value of problem (2).

Problem (2) appears to be difficult to solve as it comprises exponentially many decision variables

and constraints as well as sums over exponentially many terms. In fact, we next show that in

contrast to ordinary MDPs, which can be solved in polynomial time, problem (2) is EXPTIME-

hard due to its ability to represent complex problems in a compact way.

Theorem 3. Computing the optimal expected total reward of an FMDP is EXPTIME-hard even

when the feature map ϕ is the identity and all transition probabilities and reward components have

scopes that are logarithmic in N .

In the following, we simplify problem (2) in two steps. We first replace the exponentially-

sized value function v with a linearly weighted value function approximation, which will also allow

us to eliminate the exponentially-sized sums in (2). After that, we introduce the constraints of

problem (2) iteratively through a cutting plane scheme.
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In view of the first step, we approximate the value function v : S Ñ R in problem (2) by

v1psq �
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq,

where νk : S Ñ R are pre-selected linearly independent basis functions and wk P R become the

new decision variables in problem (2), k P rKs. We assume that the block-wise scope of each

basis function νk, srνks � rN sztn P rN s : s�n � s1�n ñ νkpsq � νkpsq @s, s1 P Su, k P rKs,
is low. In contrast to our earlier definition of the scope s, which considers the individual binary

function arguments, the block-wise scope s considers the sub-states of the input (which consist of

S1, S2, . . . , SN binary components each) as atomic units. In analogy to S, we also define Srνks as

the set of all sub-vectors with sub-states n P srνks, padded with zeros to form a valid input to νk.

Value function approximations are very common in approximate dynamic programming, see,

e.g., Schweitzer and Seidmann (1985), de Farias and Van Roy (2003) and §4.7.2 of Powell (2011). In

contrast to the LP approach employed in that literature, which requires knowledge of the unknown

optimal policy to sample constraints efficiently and which results in probabilistic guarantees, we

can exploit the factored representation of FMDPs to design a cutting plane solution scheme that

only relies on available information about the system and that results in deterministic guarantees.

Proposition 2. Under our value function approximation, problem (2) is equivalent to the LP

minimize
w

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

subject to
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q

¹
nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

@ps, aq P S �A
w P RK .

(3)

Moreover, if there is a linear combination w1 P RK of the basis functions that produces the all-one

vector 1 P R|S|, then problem (3) attains its (finite) optimal value.

Contrary to problem (2), the optimal solution to problem (3) may not be unique. Any optimal
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Algorithm 1 Cutting Plane Scheme to Solve Problem (3)

1: Input: Initial constraint set C � S �A and an optimality tolerance ϵ ¥ 0.
2: Set constraint violation to �8.
3: while constraint violation exceeds ϵ do
4: Master Problem: Solve the variant of problem (3) that only contains the constraints

pertaining to ps, aq P C and record the optimal weight vector w�.
5: Subproblem: Determine the constraint violation and the associated constraint

ps�, a�q P argmax
ps,aqPS�A

# ¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq�γ
¸

kPrKs

w�
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q

¹
nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq�

¸
kPrKs

w�
k�νkpsq

+
.

6: If the constraint violation exceeds ϵ, add ps�, a�q to C.
7: end while
8: Output: An approximately optimal solution wϵ � w� to problem (3).

solution w� to (3) allows us to recover an approximately optimal policy π� for the FMDP via

π�psq P argmax
aPA

$&
%

¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

w�
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q

¹
nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

,.
- (4)

for all s P S. Since the greedy policy π� is constructed from an approximation of the optimal

value function, it will no longer coincide with the optimal policy in general. We can estimate the

expected total reward generated by π� via simulation; due to the suboptimality of π�, this results

in a lower bound on the expected total reward generated by the unknown optimal policy. On the

other hand, the optimal value of problem (3) bounds the expected total reward generated by the

unknown optimal policy from above since the value function approximation reduces the feasible

region in problem (3), and thus the optimal value of problem (3) exceeds that of problem (2). In

summary, the solution of problem (3) provides an implementable greedy policy as well as a bound

on the suboptimality of that policy relative to the unknown optimal policy.

Determining π�psq according to equation (4) appears to be difficult as it involves the consider-

ation of exponentially many actions a P A. We will see below in Corollary 1, however, that π�psq

can be evaluated through the solution of an MILP of moderate size. This allows for a compact

implicit representation of π� in terms of the weight vector w P RK , as opposed to the exponentially

large value functions v in problem (2).

For suitable value function approximations, problem (3) has a small number of decision variables
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while the number of constraints remains large. To combat this issue, Algorithm 1 employs a cutting

plane scheme to iteratively introduce only those constraints that are relevant for the solution of the

problem. The algorithm assumes that the initial constraint set C � S �A is large enough so that

the restricted master problem is not unbounded, which can be readily verified.

The key characteristics of Algorithm 1 are summarized in the next result.

Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 terminates in finite time. Let F pwq and F � denote the objective function

value of w P RK in problem (3) as well as the optimal value of (3), respectively. Let wϵ be the

output of Algorithm 1, and assume that there is a linear combination w1 P RK of the basis functions

that produces the all-one vector 1 P R|S|. Then ŵ � wϵ � ϵ
1�γ � w

1 is feasible in (3) and satisfies

F � � κ1 � ϵ ¤ F pwϵq ¤ F � ¤ F pŵq ¤ F � � κ2 � ϵ,

where κ1, κ2 ¡ 0 are independent of ϵ.

Theorem 4 implies that Algorithm 1 optimally solves problem (3) when ϵ � 0. The master

problem of Algorithm 1 is an LP that can be solved efficiently. Without further structure, the

subproblem of Algorithm 1 would require a complete enumeration of all state-action pairs ps, aq P

rS �AszC. The structure inherent in FMDPs allows us to determine ps�, a�q much more efficiently.

Theorem 5. A maximally violated constraint ps�, a�q P S � A for fixed w� P RK in problem (3)

can be extracted from an optimal solution ps�, a�, φ�, ζ�, η�, ξ�, β�q to the MILP

maximize
s, a, φ, ζ
η, ξ, β

¸
jPrJs

¸
fPSrrjs

rjpfq � ηjf � γ
¸

kPrKs

w�
k

¸
fPSrνks

νkpfq � ξkf �
¸

kPrKs

w�
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � βks1

subject to ηjf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrrjs

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ηjf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @j P rJs, @f P Srrjs, @l P srrjs

ξkf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrνks

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ξkf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @k P rKs, @f P Srνks, @l P srνks

βks1 P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrνks

rssi � rs
1si

2rs1si � 1
¤ βks1 ¤ p2rs1sl � 1qrssl � 1� rs1sl @k P rKs, @s1 P Srνks, @l P srνks

ps, aq P S �A, pφ, ζ; s, aq P F , ζ P RFl � BFb ,
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where the functions νk : BF Ñ R, k P rKs, are defined as

νkpϕps, aqq �
¸

s1PSrνks

νkps
1q �

¹
nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

and rssl refers to the l-th (binary) component of the binary vector s, l � 1, . . . ,
°

nPrNs Sn.

One may wonder whether it is necessary to solve NP-hard MILPs in Algorithm 1 or whether

maximally violated constraints can be identified in polynomial time. To this end, the next result

shows that more efficient solution techniques than the one of Theorem 5 are unlikely to exist.

Proposition 3. Identifying a maximally violated constraint in Algorithm 1 is strongly NP-complete

even if all transition probabilities and reward components have scope 1.

We can use a straightforward variation of the MILP in Theorem 5 to recover the greedy policy

π� characterized by equation (4).

Corollary 1. For fixed s P S and w� P RK , let pa�, φ�, ζ�, η�, ξ�q be optimal in the MILP

maximize
a, φ, ζ, η, ξ

¸
jPrJs

¸
fPSrrjs

rjpfq � ηjf � γ
¸

kPrKs

w�
k

¸
fPSrνks

νkpfq � ξkf

subject to ηjf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrrjs

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ηjf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @j P rJs, @f P Srrjs, @l P srrjs

ξkf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrνks

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ξkf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @k P rKs, @f P Srνks, @l P srνks

a P A, pφ, ζ; s, aq P F , ζ P RFl � BFb ,

where νk is defined in Theorem 5. Then a� is a maximizer for state s in equation (4).

We close this section with some refinements of Algorithm 1 that, while not improving upon its

theoretical worst-case complexity, help to speed up the solution of typical problem instances.

Remark 1 (Practical Considerations). Instead of adding a single most violated constraint in each

iteration of Algorithm 1, one can add any constraint (possibly multiple ones) whose violation exceeds

a given threshold. Such constraints can be identified from a prematurely terminated solution of the

MILP from Theorem 5 or any other heuristic. Moreover, since subsequent instances of the master

problem in Algorithm 1 differ only through the inclusion of additional constraints, one can warm-

start the LP solver from a previously optimal solution.
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3 Robust Factored Markov Decision Processes

In practice, the transition kernel p of an FMDP typically differs from the true one-step dynamics

of a system for at least two reasons. Firstly, any model constitutes a simplification of reality,

and as such its underlying assumptions may not accurately capture second-order effects of the

actual system. Secondly, the transition probabilities of an FMDP are often estimated from past

observations of the system, and they are thus affected by estimation errors. Following the rich

literature on robust MDPs, this section assumes that the true transition kernel is unknown, and

that it is only known to reside in an ambiguity set P � tp : BF Ñ ∆pSqu of transition kernels,

P �
 �
p : BF Ñ ∆pSq

�
: pp� |ϕps, aqq P Ppϕps, aqq @ps, aq P S �A

(
with Ppϕps, aqq � tpp� |ϕps, aqq P ∆pSq : Margnppp� |ϕps, aqqq P Pnpϕps, aqq @n P rN su

for some low-scope set-valued mappings Pn : BF Ñ ∆pSnq. Our ambiguity set P is an instance

of ps, aq-rectangular ambiguity sets that characterize the uncertainty underlying each element

pp�|ϕps, aqq of the transition kernel separately for every state-action pair ps, aq P S � A. This

rectangularity guarantees that the Bellman optimality principle continues to hold for our robust

FMDPs (Iyengar, 2005; Nilim and El Ghaoui, 2005; Wiesemann et al., 2013). Our ambiguity set

stipulates that the marginals of pp�|ϕps, aqq with regards to the different sub-states n P rN s live in

the marginal ambiguity sets Pnpϕps, aqq � ∆pSnq. To this end, we define the marginalization map

MargN : ∆pSq Ñ ∆p
±

nPN Snq for a subset N � rN s of sub-states as

�
MargN ppq

�
pσq �

¸
sPS

1
� ©
nPN

psn � σnq
�
� ppsq.

For each σ P
±

nPN Sn,
�
Margnppq

�
pσq returns the probability that s̃n � σn for all n P N under the

distribution p P ∆pSq. For notational convenience, we abbreviate Margtnu by Margn for n P rN s.

One readily verifies that the ambiguity set P is non-empty if and only if all marginal ambiguity

sets Pnpϕps, aqq, n P rN s and ps, aq P S�A, are non-empty. Indeed, P is trivially empty if any of the

marginal sets Pnpϕps, aqq is empty, and P contains the transition kernel p satisfying pps1|ϕps, aqq �±
nPrNs pnps

1
n|ϕps, aqq if each marginal set Pnpϕps, aqq contains a distribution pnp�|ϕps, aqq. We

emphasize, however, that the ambiguity set P is not factored in general, that is, it will typically
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also contain transition kernels other than product distributions as long as those distributions are

compatible with the marginal ambiguity sets.

Throughout this section, we assume that each mapping Pn, n P rN s, is polyhedral-valued.

Natural choices for the ambiguity set are norm-balls of the form

Pnpφq � tpn P ∆pSnq : ∥pn � p̂np� |φq∥ ¤ ϵpφqu

that are centered at some empirical transition kernel p̂ (e.g., the maximum likelihood estimate

given historical observations) and where ∥�∥ is a polyhedral norm such as the 1-norm, the 8-norm

or the intersection of both.

In the spirit of robust optimization, we seek a deterministic and stationary policy π : S Ñ A
that performs best in view of the most adversarial transition kernel from within the ambiguity set

P. Figuratively speaking, we imagine that the decision maker plays a Stackelberg leader-follower

game against an adversarial nature which observes the decision maker’s policy and subsequently

chooses a transition kernel from within the ambiguity set that minimizes the expected total reward.

More concretely, our robust FMDPs evolve as follows. The selection of the initial state is the same

as for non-robust FMDPs. If the random state s̃t of the robust FMDP at time t P N0 satisfies s̃
t � s,

s P S, then the action πpsq is taken and the system transitions to the new state s̃t�1 � s1, s1 �

ps11, . . . , s
1
N q P S, with probability pps1 |ϕps, πpsqqq corresponding to some p P Ppϕps, πpsqqq. Recall

that the ambiguity set P is not factored, and hence pps1 |ϕps, πpsqqq �
±

nPrNs pnps
1
n |ϕps, πpsqqq

in general. We are interested in policies π� that maximize the worst-case expected total reward

infpPP E
�°

tPN0
γt � rps̃t, πps̃tqq | s̃0 � q

�
. Since the ambiguity set P is ps, aq-rectangular by con-

struction, it is well-known that there always exists a deterministic and stationary policy that maxi-

mizes the worst-case expected total reward among all (possibly non-stationary and/or randomized)

policies, see, e.g., Iyengar (2005), Nilim and El Ghaoui (2005) and Wiesemann et al. (2013).

In the following, we discuss how our cutting plane solution scheme from Section 2.2 extends

to the robust setting (Section 3.1), and how the revised master problem and subproblems can be

solved efficiently (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
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3.1 Column-and-Constraint Generation Scheme

Recall from Section 2.2 that the LP (3) presented in Proposition 2 solves an FMDP with our

value function approximation if the transition kernel p is known exactly. Standard results from the

literature on robust MDPs (Iyengar, 2005; Nilim and El Ghaoui, 2005; Wiesemann et al., 2013)

imply that a robust FMDP with value function approximation is solved by the bilinear program

minimize
w,p

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

subject to
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q

@ps, aq P S �A
psa P Ppϕps, aqq, ps, aq P S �A,

(5)

where the adversarial nature optimizes over both the basis function weights w and the transition

kernel p from within the ambiguity set P. Problem (5) suffers from three challenges: (i) it contains

exponentially many constraints and decision variables psa; (ii) it contains bilinear terms involving

the basis function weights wk and transition probabilities psaps
1q; and (iii) the decision vectors

psa P ∆pSq have exponential length. As for (i), we will employ a column-and-constraint generation

scheme that iteratively introduces violated constraints and their associated transition probabilities.

In view of (ii), we will relax the objective of solving problem (5) exactly to computing a stationary

point of the problem. As for (iii), we next impose an additional assumption on the structure of our

basis functions tνkukPrKs that enables us to optimize over low-scope transition probabilities psa.

Definition 3 (Running Intersection Property). The basis functions νk, k P rKs, satisfy the running

intersection property (RIP) if they can be reordered such that for each k P rKszt1u there is k1 P

rk � 1s with srνks X
��

κPrk�1s srνκs
	
� srνk1s.

Observation 1. For ps, aq P S �A and fixed weights w P RK , the set of all expressions

$&
%

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q : psa P Ppϕps, aqq

,.
-
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is a subset of the set of all expressions

$'''&
'''%

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psakps

1q :

�
����

Margnppsakq P Pnpϕps, aqq @k P rKs, @n P srνks

MargN pk,k1qppsakq � MargN pk,k1qppsak1q @1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K

psak P ∆pSrνksq, k P rKs

�
����
,///.
///-
,

where we use the abbreviation N pk, k1q � srνksXsrνk1s. Moreover, if the basis functions νk, k P rKs,

satisfy the RIP, then both sets coincide.

Observation 1 allows us to construct a progressive approximation or equivalent reformulation

of problem (5) where the exponential-size transition probabilities psa P ∆pSq are replaced with

polynomial-size probabilities psak P ∆pSrνksq, k P rKs. The quadratic number of marginal consis-

tency conditions in Observation 1 can be reduced to a number that is linear in K (cf. Lemma 1 of

Doan et al. 2015). Note that any progressive approximation of nature’s problem (5) amounts to a

conservative approximation from the decision maker’s perspective.

Example 8 (Sliding Window Basis Functions). Consider a set of basis functions tνkuk such that

the block-wise scope of each function νk is a subset of the sliding window tk, k�1, . . . , k�muXrN s,

where m P N. In that case, tνkuk satisfy the RIP since

srνks X

�
� ¤

κPrk�1s

srνκs

�
 � tk, k � 1, . . . , k �mu X

�
� ¤

κPrk�1s

tκ, κ� 1, . . . , κ�mu

�
X rN s

� tk, k � 1, . . . , k �mu X rk �m� 1s X rN s

� tk, k � 1, . . . , k �m� 1u X rN s � srνk�1s.

The use of the running intersection property in MDPs is not entirely new. Lagoudakis and Parr

(2002) use this property to enforce consistency between the states of local agents in a collaborative

multi-agent system where each agent is represented by an MDP. Guestrin and Gordon (2002) apply

the running intersection property in the context of team Markov games to ensure that the mixed

strategies of different agents in a team can be combined to a mixed team strategy. Chen et al.

(2015) use the running intersection property to approximate the FMDP constraints generated by

non-serial dynamic programming. In contrast, we employ the running intersection property to

obtain equivalent polynomial-sized representations of ambiguity sets in FMDPs.
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Algorithm 2 Column-and-Constraint Generation Scheme to Solve Problem (5)

1: Input: Initial state-action set C � S �A and an optimality tolerance ϵ ¥ 0.
2: Set constraint violation to �8.
3: while constraint violation exceeds ϵ do
4: Master Problem: Solve, to a stationary point, the variant of problem (5) that only

contains the constraints and decision variables psa pertaining to ps, aq P C, and then record w�.
5: Subproblem: Determine the constraint violation and the associated triple

ps�, a�, p�q P argmax
ps,aqPS�A

# ¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq�γ min
psaPPpϕps,aqq

� ¸
kPrKs

w�
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q�psaps

1q

�
�

¸
kPrKs

w�
k�νkpsq

+
.

6: If the constraint violation exceeds ϵ, add ps�, a�q to C.
7: end while
8: Output: An approximate stationary point pwϵ, pϵq � pw�, p�q to problem (5).

We are now ready to present our column-and-constraint generation scheme in Algorithm 2. The

algorithm assumes that the initial constraint set C � S �A is sufficiently large so that the optimal

value of the restricted master problem is not unbounded from below. This can be verified efficiently

through the solution of an LP if we fix the transition probabilities psa to any point in the relative

interior of Ppϕps, aqq, ps, aq P C.
The key characteristics of Algorithm 2 are summarized next.

Theorem 6. Algorithm 2 terminates in finite time. Let pwϵ, pϵq be the output of Algorithm 2,

and assume that there is a linear combination w1 P RK of the basis functions that produces

the all-one vector. Then pŵ, p̂q with ŵ � wϵ � ϵ
1�γ � w

1, and p̂sa � pϵsa for ps, aq P C and

p̂sa P argmin
 °

kPrKsw
ϵ
k

°
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q : psa P Ppϕps, aqq
(
otherwise is feasible in (5).

Moreover, if the RFMDP is irreducible for some p P P, then the Euclidean distance of pŵ, p̂q to the

stationary points of (5) is bounded from above by κ � ϵτ � ϵ
1�γ }w

1}2, where κ ¡ 0 and τ P p0, 1q are

independent of ϵ.

The output pwϵ, pϵq of Algorithm 2 overestimates the worst-case expected total reward achiev-

able by the unknown optimal policy for two reasons. Firstly, and similar to our cutting plane scheme

from Section 2.2, Algorithm 2 restricts nature’s flexibility by imposing a value function approxi-

mation. Secondly, and differently to Section 2.2, Algorithm 2 solves problem (5) to stationarity as

opposed to global optimalilty. Theorem 6 guarantees, however, that the output of Algorithm 2 can

be completed to a feasible solution pŵ, p̂q to (5) that is an approximate stationary point, and that
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p̂ represents a global worst case for the value function approximation
°

kPrKs ŵk �νk. Thus, the out-

put of Algorithm 2 mirrors that of Algorithm 1 in the sense that both algorithms overestimate the

(worst-case) expected total reward of the unknown optimal policy, but both algorithms correctly

compute the (worst-case) expected total reward for fixed basis function weights ŵ.

In analogy to Section 2.2, an approximate stationary point pŵ, p̂q to problem (5) allows us to

recover an approximately optimal policy π� for the robust FMDP via

π�psq P argmax
aPA

$&
%

¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ min
psaPPpϕps,aqq

� ¸
kPrKs

ŵk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q

�,.
- (6)

for all s P S. The robust greedy policy π� will not coincide with the optimal robust policy in

general since it is constructed from an approximation of the optimal value function. We will

see in Section 5, however, that the robust greedy policy (6) can outperform the nominal greedy

policy (4) of Section 2.2 in data-driven experiments where the true transition kernel p governing

the dynamics of an FMDP is unknown and needs to be estimated from historical observations. We

defer the efficient computation of the max-min problem in (6) to Section 3.3.

3.2 Solution of the Master Problem

Recall that the master problem (5), even when restricted to a small subset C � S�A of constraints

and decision variables psa with low scope, appears computationally challenging due the presence of

bilinearities between the basis function weights w and the transition probabilities psa. In fact, the

problem bears similarity to robust MDPs, for which currently no polynomial-time solution scheme

is known. For this reason, Algorithm 3 relaxes the ambitious goal of solving (5) to global optimality

and instead computes a stationary point of (5).

Theorem 7. For any non-increasing regularizer sequence tλtutPN satisfying λt ¡ 0, t P N, and

λt ÝÑ
tÑ8

0, the sequence tpwt, ptqutPN produced by Algorithm 3 is bounded, and any limit point

pw8, p8q is a stationary point to the restricted master problem (5).

Common choices for the regularizer sequence tλtutPN include λt � e�t, λt � 1{t and λt � 1{t2.
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Algorithm 3 Alternating Minimization Scheme for Restricted Master Problem (5)

1: Input: Initial solution pw0, p0q, and regularizer sequence tλtutPN.
2: for t � 1, 2, . . . do
3: Let wt be an optimal solution to the LP-representable problem

minimize
w

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq � λt
∥∥w � wt�1

∥∥
1

subject to
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � pt�1

sak ps
1q

@ps, aq P C
w P RK .

4: For each state-action pair ps, aq P C, let pt be an optimal solution to the LP

minimize
p

¸
kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

wt
k � νkps

1q � psakps
1q

subject to Margnppsakq P Pnpϕps, aqq @k P rKs, @n P srνks
MargN pk,k1qppsakq � MargN pk,k1qppsak1q @1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K

psak P ∆pSrνksq, k P rKs.

5: end for
6: Output: Stationary point pw8, p8q to the restricted master problem (5).

3.3 Solution of the Subproblems

In analogy to Theorem 5 from Section 2.2, we can identify a maximally violated constraint in

Algorithm 2 via the solution of an MILP.

Corollary 2. A maximally violated constraint ps�, a�q P S �A for fixed w� P RK in problem (5),

together with the corresponding transition probabilities ps�a�, can be extracted from an optimal
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solution ps�, a�, φ�, ζ�, η�, ξ�, β�, χ�, δ�q to the MILP

maximize
s, a, φ, ζ

η, ξ, β, χ, δ

¸
jPrJs

¸
fPSrrjs

rjpfq � ηjf � γ
¸

kPrKs

¸
nPsrνks

¸
fPSrPns

ψnpfq
Jδknf �

¸
kPrKs

w�
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � βks1

subject to w�
kµk �

¸
nPsrνks

¸
fPSrPns

Mk,n
JΨnpfq

Jδknf ¥

¸
1¤k1 k

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχk1k �

¸
k k1¤K

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχkk1 @k P rKs

ηjf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrrjs

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ηjf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @j P rJs, @f P Srrjs, @l P srrjs

ξnf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrPns

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ξnf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @n P rN s, @f P SrPns, @l P srPns

βks1 P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrνks

rssi � rs
1si

2rs1si � 1
¤ βks1 ¤ p2rs1sl � 1qrssl � 1� rs1sl @k P rKs, @s1 P Srνks, @l P srνks

χkk1 P RMN pk,k1q , 1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K, δknf P RMsa
� , δknfℓ ¤ M � ξnf , k P rKs, n P srνks, f P SrPns and ℓ P rMsas

ps, aq P S �A, pφ, ζ; s, aq P F , ζ P RFl � BFb ,

where ψn, Ψn, µk, M, Mk,n, Mk,N pk,k1q, MN pk,k1q and Msa are defined in the proof.

In analogy to Corollary 1, we recover the greedy policy π� characterized by equation (6) by solv-

ing a variant of the previous MILP where we fix the state s P S, disregard the last expression from

the objective function and remove the auxiliary variables tβks1u and their associated constraints.

4 Factored Ambiguity Sets

The ambiguity sets from Section 3 can be overly conservative since they allow for arbitrary stochastic

dependencies between the transitions of different sub-states s̃n, n P rN s. This implies, for example,

that in data-driven settings where the marginal ambiguity sets Pnpϕps, aqq, ps, aq P S � A, are

estimated from data, the ambiguity sets Ppϕps, aqq will typically not converge to singleton sets

even if all marginal ambiguity sets do. We obtain a less conservative class of ambiguity sets if we

impose the additional restriction that the sub-state transitions are independent:

Ppϕps, aqq �
!
pp�|ϕps, aqq P ∆pSq :

�
pps1|ϕps, aqq �

¹
nPrNs

pnps
1
n|ϕps, aqq @s

1 P S
�

for some pn P Pnpϕps, aqq, n P rN s
)
.
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Figure 2. Different two-dimensional projections of the four-dimensional ambiguity sets
Pps, aq from Example 9 (first three subplots) as well as the range of possible expectations°

s1PS pps
1q � vps1q (fourth subplot) for the factored representation (red), the non-factored

representation (yellow) and the lift defined later in this section (blue).

We call the above ambiguity sets factored, as opposed to the non-factored ambiguity sets from the

previous section. We thus distinguish between RFMDPs with factored ambiguity sets (or factored

RFMDPs for short) and RFMDPs with non-factored ambiguity sets (or non-factored RFMDPs for

short). For the same marginal ambiguity sets Pn, a factored ambiguity set P is a subset of its

non-factored counterpart.

Example 9 (Factored and Non-Factored Ambiguity Sets). Consider an RFMDP with N � 2 sub-

states, S1,S2 � B, A � t1u, ϕpps, aqq � ps, aq, and P1ps, aq � tp1p�|s, aq P ∆pS1q : p1ps
1
1 � 1|s, aq P

r0.2, 0.8su and P2ps, aq � tp2p�|s, aq P ∆pS2q : p2ps
1
2 � 1|s, aq P r0.4, 0.6su. The first three plots in

Figure 2 visualize different projections of the corresponding factored ambiguity set (in red) and

non-factored ambiguity set (in yellow). Likewise, the fourth plot visualizes the range of possible

expectations
°

s1PS pps
1q � vps1q across p P Pps, aq for the value function vps1q � 1{4 if s12 � 1;

� 0.5 � s11 otherwise, in the factored and non-factored RFMDPs. The plots show that the factored

ambiguity set is non-convex and substantially smaller than its non-factored counterpart.

Recall from the Section 3 that computing the worst-case expectation minpsa
°

k wk
°

s1 νkps
1q �

psaps
1q over a non-factored ambiguity set amounts to solving an LP. This is no longer the case for

factored ambiguity set since they involve products of marginal distributions. Indeed, computing

worst-case expectations over factored ambiguity sets is computationally challenging.
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Figure 3. The lift of a factored RFMDP. The figure shows N subsequent transitions
in the lifted RFMDP that correspond to one transition in the non-lifted RFMDP. The
one-step rewards are shown in blue, and any state updates are highlighted in red.

Proposition 4. The worst-case expectation problem

minimize
p

¸
s1PS

pps1|ϕps, aqq � vps1q

subject to p P Ppϕps, aqq

over a factored ambiguity set and a value function v : S Ñ R is PPAD-hard even when N � 2.

The complexity class PPAD (“polynomial parity arguments on directed graphs”) is closely

related but different to the complexity class NP. Similar to NP-hard problems, PPAD-hard problems

are believed to be intractable (Papadimitriou, 1994). The complexity class PPAD is well-known

for comprising the computation of Nash equilibria, which we use in our reduction proof as well.

Instead of solving factored RFMDPs directly, we will conservatively approximate them via lifted

non-factored RFMDPs. We present an informal description of this lift in the following and relegate

its formal definition to Section A of the e-companion. Fix a factored RFMDP pS,A, ϕ, q,P, r, γq.
We define its corresponding non-factored lifted RFMDP pŜ, Â, ϕ̂, q̂, P̂, r̂, γ̂q—or, for short, its lift—

as follows. The lifted state space is Ŝ � S2 �A� rN s, where each state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq comprises

an update block u P S, a memory block m P S, an action block a P A and a timer block n P rN s.

The lifted action space is Â � A. Fix any state s0 P S and action a0 P A in the non-lifted factored

RFMDP. The lifted initial state distribution is defined as qpŝq � qpuq for any ŝ � pu, s0, a0, 1q
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with u P S, whereas qpŝq � 0 otherwise. Assume that the system is in state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq and

that action â is taken. The system then enters the next state ŝ1 � pu1,m1, a1, n1q according to the

following dynamics:

� If n � 1, then u11 � p1p�|ϕpu, âqq for some marginal transition kernel p1 P P1pϕpu, âqq, u1η � uη

for η � 1, m1 � u, a1 � â and n1 � 2.

� If 1   n   N , then u1n � pnp�|ϕpm, aqq for some marginal transition kernel pn P Pnpϕpm, aqq,

u1η � uη for η � n, m1 � m, a1 � a and n1 � n� 1.

� If n � N , then u1N � pN p�|ϕpm, aqq for some marginal transition kernel pN P PN pϕpm, aqq,

u1η � uη for η � N , m1 � s0, a1 � a0 and n1 � 1.

For ŝ � pu,m, a, nq, we define the lifted rewards r̂pϕ̂pŝ, âqq � rpϕpu, âqq if pm, a, nq � ps0, a0, 1q and

r̂pϕ̂pŝ, âqq � 0 otherwise, and we set the lifted discount factor to γ̂ � γ1{N . The lifted RFMDP

is non-factored since for each lifted state-action pair pŝ, âq P Ŝ � Â, all but one of the marginal

ambiguity sets Pnpϕpŝ, âqq, n P rN s, are singleton sets that contain Dirac distributions, and thus

the factored and non-factored ambiguity set Ppϕpŝ, âqq coincide. Moreover, Section A of the e-

companion argues that any low-scope properties of the factored RFMDP are preserved by its lift.

Both properties imply that we can directly employ the methods developed in Section 3 to compute

near-optimal policies for the lifted RFMDP. Figure 3 illustrates the lift of a factored RFMDP.

We now investigate how a factored RFMDP relates to its lift. To this end, fix any non-lifted

RFMFP instance R � pS,A, ϕ, q,P, r, γq, let Π � tπ : S Ñ Au and Π̂ � tπ̂ : Ŝ Ñ Âu denote the

sets of non-lifted and lifted policies, respectively, and consider the following three objectives:

(i) The non-factored objective NFpπ;Rq � infpPPNF E
�°

tPN0
γt �rps̃t, πps̃tqq | s̃0 � q

�
, with op-

timal value NF�pRq � sup
πPΠ

NFpπ;Rq, that combines the marginal ambiguity sets Pnpϕps, aqq,

ps, aq P S �A, in a non-factored way (cf. Section 3).

(ii) The factored objective Fpπ;Rq � infpPPF E
�°

tPN0
γt � rps̃t, πps̃tqq | s̃0 � q

�
, with optimal

value F�pRq � sup
πPΠ

Fpπ;Rq, that combines the marginal ambiguity sets Pnpϕps, aqq, ps, aq P

S �A, in a factored way (as presented in the beginning of this section).

(iii) The lifted non-factored objective Lpπ̂;Rq � inf p̂PP̂ E
�°

tPN0
γ̂t � r̂p˜̂st, π̂p˜̂stqq | ˜̂s0 � q̂

�
, with

optimal value L�pRq � sup
π̂PΠ̂

Lpπ̂;Rq, where Π̂ : Ŝ Ñ Â (as just presented above).
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Note that the above objectives compute the exact worst-case expected total reward, that is, they

do not employ value function approximations. This ensures comparability of the objectives, whose

associated RFMDPs will employ different value function approximations due to their differing state

space dimensions. For any policy π : S Ñ A, we define the following associated set of policies in

the lifted non-factored RFMDP:

Π̂pπq �
!
π̂ : Ŝ Ñ Â : π̂pŝq � πpuq @ŝ � pu, s0, a0, 1q P Ŝ

)
.

We next show that Π̂pπq, π P Π, partitions Π̂, and that all lifted policies in the same class Π̂pπq

generate the same rewards in the lifted non-factored RFMDP.

Observation 2. The policy sets Π̂pπq, π P Π, satisfy the following properties:

(i) tΠ̂pπq : π P Πu partitions Π̂.

(ii) Lpπ̂;Rq � Lpπ̂1;Rq whenever π̂, π̂1 P Π̂pπq for some π P Π.

We now study the tightness of the lift.

Theorem 8 (Relationship between Ambiguity Sets).

(i) For any RFMDP instance R, any non-lifted policy π P Π and any lifted policy π̂ P Π̂pπq, we

have NFpπ;Rq ¤ Lpπ̂;Rq ¤ Fpπ;Rq, where none, either one or both inequalities can be tight.

(ii) There are RFMDP instances R with 0/1-rewards such that NF�pRq � L�pRq � 0 while

F�pRq � γ � p1� γq�1 � p1� 2�tN{2uq, where N denotes the number of sub-states in R.

(iii) There are RFMDP instances R with 0/1-rewards such that NF�pRq � 0 while L�pRq �
F�pRq � γ � p1� γq�1 � p1� 2�pN�1qq, where N denotes the number of sub-states in R.

Note that for an RFMDP with 0/1-rewards that starts in a state where all actions have a reward

of 0, the maximally achievable expected total reward is γ � p1 � γq�1. Thus, the statements (ii)

and (iii) of Theorem 8 show that the non-factored, factored and lifted non-factored RFMDPs can

essentially (up to an exponentially small factor) differ maximally in such problem classes. The hope

is that for non-pathological problem instances, the lift behaves much more similarly to the factored

RFMDP rather than its non-factored variant. This is illustrated in the next example and further

explored in our numerical experiments in the next section.
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Figure 4. Network topologies for the system administrator problem (from left to right):
bidirectional ring, ring of rings, star, 3 legs and ring and star. The first two topologies are
decentralized, whereas the others rely on centralized servers (shown as shaded nodes).

Example 10 (Factored and Non-Factored Ambiguity Sets, Cont’d). For Example 9, the blue

shaded regions in Figure 2 visualize the conservative approximation offered by the corresponding

non-factored lifted RFMDP. We can see that in this example, the lift provides a significantly tighter

approximation of the factored RMFDP than the ordinary non-factored RFMDP.

5 Numerical Experiments

We investigate the numerical performance of our proposed methodology on two problems: the

classical system administrator problem from the FMDP literature (Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2001;

Guestrin et al., 2003) and a more contemporary factored multi-armed bandit problem. Section 5.1

introduces the system administrator problem and compares the performance of our cutting plane

scheme from Section 2 with the variable-elimination method of Guestrin et al. (2003). Section 5.2

extends the problem to a data-driven setting where the transition kernel needs to be estimated

from past data, and it elucidates how the RFMDPs from Section 3 can construct robust policies

that enjoy a superior out-of-sample performance. Section 5.3, finally, studies a factored multi-

armed bandit problem and compares FMDPs with methods from the related literature on weakly

coupled MDPs. All algorithms are implemented in C++ using Gurobi 9.5.1 and run on Intel Xeon

2.20GHz cluster nodes with 64 GB dedicated main memory in single-core mode. Our documented

sourcecodes, data sets and additional results can be found online (cf. Footnote 1).

5.1 Factored Markov Decision Processes

Consider a system administrator that maintains a network of N computers. The computers are

organized into one of five distinct topologies, as illustrated in Figure 4. In this figure, the computers
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are represented as nodes, and their connections are depicted as unidirectional or bidirectional arcs.

In every time period, each computer is in one of three states: inoperative, semi-operational and

fully operational. The state of each machine deteriorates stochastically over time, depending on its

own current state as well as the state of its predecessors in the topology. To uphold the network’s

functionality, the system administrator can reboot and thus restore to a fully operational state up

to 2 computers in each time period. The administrator earns a per-period reward of 1 unit (2 units)

for every computer in a semi-operational (fully operational) state.

The problem can be formulated as an FMDP with the sub-state spaces Sn � te1, e2, e3u � B3,

n P rN s, and the action space A � ta P BN :
°

nPrNs an ¤ 2u. Under a näıve implementation,

each set of transition probabilities pn has a scope between 4 and 10 (accounting for the computer’s

current state and those of the predecessor nodes, along with the action linked to the computer),

whereas each reward rn has a scope of 3 (accounting for the state of the associated computer).

In our experiments we employ scope-1, scope-2 or scope-3 value functions. The scope-1 value

functions comprise 3 basis functions for each computer n P rN s: νpn,iq � 1rsn � eis for i P t1, 2, 3u.

The scope-2 value functions comprise 9 basis functions for each computer pair pn, n ` 1q, where

n ` 1 � n � 1 for n P rN � 1s as well as N ` 1 � 1: νpn,iq,pn`1,jq � 1rsn � ei and sn`1 � ejs for

i, j P t1, 2, 3u. The scope-3 value functions, finally, comprise 27 basis functions for each computer

triplet pn, n` 1, n` 2q that are defined analogously.

We solve our FMDP problem (3) using Algorithm 1. The master problem is an LP that is

solved directly via Gurobi. The subproblem is an MILP, which is initially solved heuristically by

identifying violated constraints ps, aq P S � A via a coordinate-wise descent approach that starts

at a randomly selected constraint ps, aq P S � A and iteratively replaces each sub-state sn and

sub-action an, n P rN s, with a new one that maximally increases the constraint violation until a

partial optimum is reached (cf. Remark 1 and Korski et al., 2007 as well as §3.3 of Bertsekas, 2009).

If the coordinate-wise descent fails to identify a violated constraint, we solve the subproblem as

an MILP (cf. Theorem 5) with early termination once Gurobi has (i) identified a constraint with

a sufficiently large violation; (ii) concluded that all constraints are satisfied by the current basis

function approximation; or (iii) exceeded the time limit of 100� 3N seconds.

Figure 5 reports the optimality gaps of our method for the different network topologies of

Figure 4 under scope-2 value functions. In the figure, the optimality gaps are computed as 100% �
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Figure 5. Optimality gaps (in %) for our cutting plane approach on the 5 network
topologies of Figure 4 as a function of the instance size (number N of computers).

Figure 6. Runtimes (bars) and iteration numbers (bold lines) for our cutting plane
approach on the 5 network topologies of Figure 4 as a function of the instance size
(number N of computers). The runtime bars comprise the runtimes for the subproblem
(upper red bars) and the master problem (lower blue bars).

pUB� LBq{LB, where UB denotes the upper bound on the expected total reward of the unknown

optimal policy that is provided by the optimal value of terminal master problem of Algorithm 1

(cf. the discussion after Proposition 2), and LB is an approximation of the expected total reward of

the policy computed by Algorithm 1 that is determined via Monte Carlo simulation (200 statistically

independent runs comprising 200 transitions each). We repeat the experiment for every network

topology and every instance size (measured by the number N of computers) 250 times, and we

report the median optimality gaps (bold lines) as well as the 10%- and 90%-quantiles (shaded

regions). The figure shows that for most network topologies, the optimality gaps remain well below

10% and do not grow with the size of the instances. An exception is the ring of rings topology,

where each computer can connect with as many as 4 other computers. This complexity suggests

that scope-2 value functions lack the flexibility to closely approximate the true value function.

Figure 6 presents the runtimes and iteration counts of our method for the different network

topologies of Figure 4 under scope-2 value functions. The figure reports the median runtimes

across 250 runs, split up into the times spent on solving the subproblem (upper red bars) and

the master problem (lower blue bars). The median iteration numbers are reported as bold lines.
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10 15 20 25 30 35 40

rewards
(gaps)

random 336.1 444.9 528.6 620.8 716.6 816.0 914.2

priority 338.1 449.8 536.8 633.8 734.0 835.1 938.1

VE (scope-1)
342.9 454.9 534.9 633.7 737.0 838.8 941.1
(9.2%) (23.2%) (33.6%) (35.9%) (36.4%) (36.9%) (37.1%)

VE (scope-2)
344.5 482.2

— — — — —
(8.7%) (7.7%)

ours (scope-1)
340.4 454.0 533.2 619.4 726.1 821.0 929.3

(10.0%) (23.4%) (35.1%) (37.6%) (33.5%) (33.4%) (31.9%)

ours (scope-2)
343.1 481.6 587.2 682.2 778.2 877.3 975.4
(9.1%) (8.2%) (7.3%) (8.5%) (8.2%) (8.6%) (8.5%)

ours (scope-3)
344.5 482.5 592.8 690.0 789.0 888.0 988.3
(6.1%) (5.2%) (2.8%) (3.3%) (3.1%) (3.4%) (3.1%)

runtimes (s)

VE (scope-1) 4.1 59.2 235.2 1,149.3 2,404.0 16,134.2 56,914.1

VE (scope-2) 899.0 19,627.1 — — — —

ours (scope-1) 86.8 146.3 161.9 418.7 243.3 400.3 686.2

ours (scope-2) 131.2 259.9 170.9 622.8 404.8 798.3 1,437.9

ours (scope-3) 140.8 469.3 901.6 1,571.5 2,134.6 4,063.5 7,323.8

Table 1. Expected total rewards, optimality gaps and runtimes for the variable-
elimination method (‘VE’), two näıve benchmark strategies (‘random’ and ‘priority’)
as well as our cutting plane approach (‘ours’) on the bidirectional ring topology. Absent
results (“—”) indicate that the corresponding experiments have run out of memory.

The figure shows that both the number of iterations and the overall time spent increases with

problem size. There is no clear trend concerning the computational bottleneck: for some network

topologies, the majority of time is spent on solving the master problem, whereas in some topologies

the subproblem consumes an increasing share of the runtime as instances become larger.

To put our results into perspective, we compare the policies and runtimes of our cutting plane

approach (‘ours’) with those of the variable-elimination (‘VE’) method by Guestrin et al. (2003)

on the bidirectional ring topology. We also include two näıve benchmark strategies: a ‘random’

strategy that selects the computers to reboot randomly from those that are inoperative or semi-

operational, and a ‘priority’ strategy that prioritizes the rebooting of inoperative computers over

that of semi-operational ones. The results are summarized in Table 1. Missing entries correspond

to experiments that ran out of memory. The table shows that our cutting plane approach results

in similar optimality gaps as the variable-elimination method at substantially lower runtime and

memory requirements. The table also shows that the two näıve benchmark strategies—apart from
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rewards 12 24 36 48 60

random 413.9 694.7 917.9 1,149.7 1,386.2

priority 416.2 714.8 958.9 1,208.3 1,454.6

level 428.5 787.2 1,071.1 1,297.9 1,524.8

ours (scope-1)
429.4 801.6 1,122.1 1,401.4 1,670.8
(5.8%) (10.1%) (11.6%) (13.2%) (15.2%)

ours (scope-2)
430.9 804.8 1,131.12 1,417.1 1,679.5
(4.4%) (6.6%) (7.1%) (7.9%) (8.7%)

ours (scope-3)
431.5 807.3 1,142.3 1,425.7 1,688.3
(3.2%) (4.3%) (4.7%) (5.2%) (5.8%)

Table 2. Expected total rewards for the three benchmark strategies as well as our
cutting plane approach on the ring of rings topology. In contrast to the benchmark
strategies, our approach additionally provides optimality gaps, which are listed as well.

ring of rings star 3 legs ring and star
1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2

inoperative
prob 0.4 1.9 2.8 0.0 0.9 0.0 1.9 6.8 0.0 2.4

reboot 94.8 26.5 6.0 — 88.2 — 49.2 17.4 – 36.9

semi- prob 10.6 21.2 39.2 5.0 17.1 5.1 20.7 44.1 5.0 37.6
operational reboot 63.1 17.1 2.2 100.0 18.8 100.0 21.8 3.6 100.0 8.7

Table 3. Probability of a computer being inoperative or semi-operational (‘prob’; in %)
and the corresponding conditional reboot probability (‘reboot’) for computers of different
levels under different network topologies.

being unable to provide optimality gaps—may underperform by up to 10% relative to our scope-3

strategy. This is further emphasized in Table 2, which compares the benchmark strategies with our

cutting plane approach for larger instances sizes on the ring of rings topology. Here, even the more

sophisticated ‘priority’ strategy is outperformed by our scope-1 value functions, and our scope-3

value functions generate up to 19% more expected total rewards. The ring of rings topology allows

us to to distinguish between nodes of different levels as shown in Figure 4, ranging from 1 (highest)

to 3 (lowest). We therefore also include a ‘level’ heuristic which breaks ties among inoperative and

semi-operational computers based on the priorities of the involved computers. We see that this

heuristic, too, is outperformed by all of our policies.

So far, our discussion has focused on a quantitative analysis of the suboptimality incurred

and the runtimes as well as the memory consumed by different algorithms. Table 3 offers some

insights into the qualitative structure of the determined policies. In particular, the table reveals

the probabilities with which different computers are in an inoperative or semi-operational state
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Figure 7. In-sample (left) and out-of-sample (right) expected total rewards for the
nominal (gray, ‘N’) and robust (blue, ‘R’) FMDP policies based on historical policies of
different length (abscissa). The clairvoyant policy is shown in green. Bold lines represent
median performances, and shaded regions correspond to the 25%-75% quantile ranges.

in any given time period, as well as the conditional probabilities with which those computers are

rebooted in such time periods, under the policies determined by our cutting plane approach. To this

end, the table distinguishes between nodes of different levels as shown in Figure 4, ranging from 1

(highest) to 3 (lowest). The table omits the bidirectional ring topology as it does not contain nodes

of different levels. In line with our intuition, the policies generated by our cutting plane approach

reboot more promptly computers at lower levels, which in turn implies that those computers have

a higher probability of being in a fully operational state.

5.2 Robust Factored Markov Decision Processes

We next consider a data-driven variant of the system administrator problem under the bidirectional

ring topology with N � 20 computers. In this experiment, we assume that the transition kernel

is unknown, and the decision maker only has access to a state-action history of length T that has

been generated by a historical policy. The historical policy coincides with the ‘priority’ policy

from the previous subsection, that is, it reboots computers in order of their state: inoperative

computers are rebooted with highest priority, followed by semi-operational computers and, finally,

fully operational computers. The historical policy breaks ties randomly.

We again use Algorithm 1 to solve the nominal FMDP problem (3), where we now estimate the
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transition kernel from the state-action history using maximum likelihood estimation. We also use

Algorithm 2 to solve the RFMDP problem 5 to stationarity. We use as marginal ambiguity sets

the intersection of the 8-norm ball of radius ϵ P t0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15u with the probability

simplex ∆pSnq. To this end, we split the the state-action history into a training history (80% of

the transitions) and a validation history (20% of the transitions). We use maximum likelihood

estimation to estimate a training and a validation transition kernel from the respective histories.

We then use the training history to estimate the centers of our ambiguity sets, and we use the

validation history to select the radii of our ambiguity sets. Figure 7 compares the in-sample

and out-of-sample performances of the nominal and the robust policy with the performance of

the clairvoyant policy that has access to the true transition kernel. The results are based on

250 randomly generated problem instances, and the out-of-sample performances are approximated

by 200 statistically independent Monte Carlo simulations over 150 transitions each. We observe

that the nominal FMDP policies suffer from a high post-decision disappointment in that their in-

sample expected total rewards substantially overestimate their out-of-sample counterparts. The

post-decision disappointment of the robust FMDP policies, in contrast, tend to be negative: robust

policies tend to ‘underpromise and overdeliver’. Note that the disappointment of robust policies

can nevertheless become positive, which is owed to the fact that the radii of the ambiguity sets

are chosen to maximize out-of-sample performance, rather than to provide statistically meaningful

confidence regions. The figure also shows that the robust FMDP policies outperform their nominal

counterparts out-of-sample by a statistically meaningful margin.

5.3 Factored Multi-Armed Bandit Problems

Our final experiment follows Brown and Zhang (2022) and considers a multi-armed bandit problem

with M arms over an infinite time horizon. Each arm m P rM s transitions between Sm different

states. There are two actions associated with each arm m P rM s, am � 0 (‘do nothing’) and am � 1

(‘pull arm’), and we can pull up to B arms in each time period. An arm remains in its current

state under the ‘do nothing’ action and does not generate any rewards, whereas it stochastically

transitions into a new state and generates a random reward under the ‘pull arm’ action. The

transition probabilities and rewards of each arm depend on the arm’s current state as well as a

shared signal z that evolves exogenously according to a Markov chain with SM�1 states.
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The problem can be naturally formulated as an FMDP with sub-state spaces Sm � te1, . . . , eSmu,

m P rM�1s, where the firstM sub-states record the states of the arms and the last sub-state keeps

track of the shared signal, respectively, and the action space A � ta P BM :
°

mPrMs am ¤ Bu. In

our experiments, we consider M P t20, 50, 80u arms with a homogeneous number Sm P t2, 3, 4u of

states each. The shared signal, on the other hand, transitions between SM�1 � 5 states throughout

our experiments. The initial distributions and transition probabilities of each armm and the shared

signal z are selected uniformly at random from the corresponding probability simplices, and the

rewards of the ‘pull arm’ actions are selected uniformly at random from the interval r0, 1s. We fix

B � β �M where β P t5%, 10%, 15%, 20%u denotes the percentage of arms that can be pulled in each

time period. Since a simple greedy policy turns out to perform well across this class of problems,

we random select η �M arms, η P t0%, 10%, 20%u, as ‘special arms’ whose rewards are zero under

any state other than state 0, and whose rewards in state 0 under the ‘pull arm’ action are inflated

by a factor of Sm to maintain a long term profitability that is comparable to that of the other arms.

Throughout our experiments, we use the value functions νmijpsq � 1rsm � ei and sM�1 � ejs for

m P rM s, i P rSms and j P rSM�1s.

Similar to our earlier experiments in Section 5.1, we solve our FMDP problem (3) using Al-

gorithm 1. The factored multi-armed bandit problem also allows for a representation as a weakly

coupled MDP, and we thus compare our FMDP approach with the dynamic fluid policy of Brown

and Zhang (2022). Since this policy is restricted to finite horizon problems, we fix its time horizon

to 150 periods and discount the rewards geometrically. We also consider a greedy policy that pulls

the B arms with largest one-step rewards in any particular time period. Table 4 compares the

out-of-sample rewards generated by these three policies in terms of relative gap to the (typically

unachievable) upper reward bound provided by the fluid relaxation of Brown and Zhang (2022).

The table shows that our FMDP approach dominates both benchmark approaches over the con-

sidered class of instances. That said, we expect the dynamic fluid policy to outperform our FMDP

strategy for large problem sizes since it enjoys asymptotic optimality guarantees.
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20 arms 50 arms 80 arms

5% 10% 15% 20% 5% 10% 15% 20% 5% 10% 15% 20%

2 states

0% S-arms

B&Z 7.56% 6.52% 5.88% 5.62% 6.98% 5.76% 5.29% 4.90% 6.28% 5.48% 5.06% 4.66%

GRD 1.60% 1.94% 2.09% 2.35% 0.95% 1.31% 1.61% 1.83% 0.91% 1.25% 1.50% 1.65%

FMDP 1.13% 1.15% 1.33% 1.50% 0.97% 1.89% 2.05% 2.17% 1.89% 2.40% 2.45% 2.47%

10% S-arms

B&Z 8.21% 6.63% 6.21% 5.81% 7.07% 5.91% 5.52% 5.03% 6.34% 5.77% 5.18% 4.82%

GRD 6.51% 5.37% 5.06% 5.33% 5.99% 4.75% 4.55% 4.73% 5.23% 4.88% 4.49% 4.84%

FMDP 1.31% 1.18% 1.33% 1.48% 1.15% 2.06% 2.26% 2.30% 2.28% 2.69% 2.70% 2.63%

20% S-arms

B&Z 8.22% 6.71% 6.14% 5.82% 7.39% 6.05% 5.78% 5.37% 6.51% 5.76% 5.19% 5.04%

GRD 8.23% 8.17% 8.40% 8.83% 8.70% 8.05% 7.67% 7.90% 8.83% 8.12% 7.44% 7.81%

FMDP 1.65% 1.20% 1.22% 1.53% 1.73% 2.30% 2.34% 2.38% 2.90% 3.04% 3.00% 3.00%

3 states

0% S-arms

B&Z 10.62% 9.22% 8.46% 7.89% 9.40% 8.10% 7.60% 6.77% 8.49% 7.56% 6.90% 6.55%

GRD 2.25% 2.74% 3.12% 3.44% 1.42% 2.04% 2.40% 2.73% 1.38% 1.89% 2.22% 2.59%

FMDP 1.73% 1.82% 1.97% 2.02% 1.37% 2.23% 2.41% 2.48% 2.22% 2.72% 2.83% 3.06%

10% S-arms

B&Z 11.51% 9.62% 8.73% 8.02% 10.65% 8.55% 7.81% 7.18% 9.17% 8.02% 7.37% 6.83%

GRD 7.13% 7.73% 7.03% 7.39% 9.66% 7.68% 7.04% 6.77% 9.33% 6.77% 6.76% 6.77%

FMDP 1.84% 1.68% 1.79% 1.89% 1.68% 2.17% 2.38% 2.52% 2.36% 2.72% 3.02% 3.11%

20% S-arms

B&Z 12.10% 10.13% 9.16% 8.67% 10.85% 9.02% 8.25% 7.49% 9.42% 8.32% 7.72% 7.10%

GRD 13.06% 12.01% 11.69% 11.55% 14.12% 11.36% 10.71% 10.61% 13.91% 11.67% 11.19% 11.20%

FMDP 2.74% 1.76% 1.71% 1.90% 2.44% 2.20% 2.38% 2.53% 2.92% 2.87% 3.00% 3.08%

4 states

0% S-arms

B&Z 12.29% 10.66% 9.62% 8.72% 10.85% 9.12% 8.58% 7.88% 9.59% 8.62% 7.97% 7.51%

GRD 2.71% 3.29% 3.66% 3.94% 1.68% 2.46% 2.87% 3.32% 1.60% 2.25% 2.78% 3.12%

FMDP 2.24% 2.21% 2.28% 2.29% 1.76% 2.37% 2.57% 2.70% 2.45% 2.92% 3.05% 3.24%

10% S-arms

B&Z 13.21% 11.57% 10.27% 9.73% 11.86% 9.88% 9.18% 8.28% 10.61% 9.23% 8.47% 7.91%

GRD 10.94% 9.70% 9.46% 8.96% 12.71% 8.83% 8.54% 8.02% 11.66% 8.13% 7.83% 8.13%

FMDP 2.66% 2.13% 2.08% 2.21% 2.41% 2.33% 2.50% 2.62% 2.58% 2.80% 3.02% 3.15%

20% S-arms

B&Z 15.06% 11.90% 10.71% 9.97% 12.77% 9.86% 9.48% 8.82% 11.16% 9.48% 8.98% 8.40%

GRD 15.58% 14.14% 12.19% 13.22% 17.53% 13.79% 12.79% 12.89% 17.32% 13.85% 12.31% 12.65%

FMDP 3.65% 2.28% 2.14% 2.12% 3.23% 2.29% 2.48% 2.59% 3.24% 2.85% 3.09% 3.21%

Table 4. Optimality gaps of our FMDP approach (‘FMDP’), the dynamic fluid policy
(‘B&Z’) and the greedy policy (‘GRD’) across different sub-state space dimensions Sm

and percentages η of special arms (rows) as well as numbers of armsM and percentages β
of arms to be pulled (columns). All gaps are averages over 100 random problem instances.
The best performance for each instance class is highlighted in bold print.
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E-Companion A: Formal Construction of the Lift

For a factored RFMDP pS,A, ϕ, q,P, r, γq with any fixed state s0 P S and action a0 P A, we define

the corresponding non-factored lifted RFMDP pŜ, Â, ϕ̂, q̂, P̂, r̂, γ̂q as follows. The lifted state space

is Ŝ � S2 � A � rrlog2N ss, where each state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq comprises an update block u P S,
a memory block m P S, an action block a P A and a timer block n P rN s (represented in binary

notation to adhere to our Definitions 1 and 2 of FMDPs). The lifted action space is Â � A. The

lifted initial state distribution is defined as qpŝq � qpuq for any ŝ � pu, s0, a0, 1q with u P S, whereas
qpŝq � 0 otherwise. For ŝ � pu,m, a, nq, we define the lifted rewards

r̂pϕ̂pŝ, âqq � 1rpm, a, nq � ps0, a0, 1qs � rjpϕpu, âqq.

The lifted discount factor is γ̂ � γ1{N .

We next define the marginal ambiguity sets of the lift. For pŝ, âq P Ŝ � Â and n̂ P rN s, that is,

the ambiguity sets relating to the update block u in state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq, we fix

P̂ n̂pϕpŝ, âqq �

$'''''&
'''''%

Pnpϕpu, âqq if n̂ � n � 1,

Pnpϕpm, aqq if n̂ � n � 1

tpn̂u otherwise,

where pn̂pu
1
n̂|ϕpŝ, âqq � 1ru1n̂ � un̂s for s

1 � pu1,m1, a1, n1q. In other words, the currently active

update block un̂ is updated according to some distribution from P n̂, accounting for the state

and action recorded at time n � 1 and stored in pu, âq (if n̂ � 1) or pm, aq (if n̂ ¡ 1). For

n̂ P r2N szrN s, that is, the ambiguity sets relating to the memory block m in state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq,

we fix P̂ n̂pϕpŝ, âqq � tpn̂u with

pn̂pm
1
n̂�N |ϕpŝ, âqq � 1

�
����

pm1
n̂�N , nq � pun̂�N , 1q

_ pm1
n̂�N , nq P tmn̂�Nu � prN � 1szt1uq

_ pm1
n̂�N , nq � ps0, Nq

�
����

for s1 � pu1,m1, a1, n1q. Thus, the content of the update block u is stored in m1 at time n � 1, m1 is

reset to s0 at time n � N , and m1 is left unchanged at other times. For n̂ � 2N � 1, that is, the
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ambiguity set related to the action block a in state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq, we fix P̂ n̂pϕpŝ, âqq � tpn̂u with

pn̂pa
1|ϕpŝ, âqq � 1

�
����

pa1, nq � pâ, 1q

_ pa1, nq P tau � prN � 1szt1uq

_ pa1, nq � pa0, Nq

�
����

for s1 � pu1,m1, a1, n1q, that is, the new action â is stored in a1 at time n � 1, a1 is reset to a0 at

time n � N , and a1 is left unchanged at other times. For n̂ � 2N � 2, that is, the ambiguity set

related to the timer block n in state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq, finally, we fix P̂ n̂pϕpŝ, âqq � tpn̂u with

pn̂pbinpn
1q|ϕpŝ, âqq � 1

�
n1 � n` 1

�
,

where binpn1q refers to the binary representation of n1 and n` 1 � n� 1 for n   N and N ` 1 � 1.

Thus, the timer n1 is incremented by one unit in each transition and reset to 1 every N transitions.

The above transition and reward structure can be implemented with a lifted feature mapping

ϕ̂ that contains (i) the lifted state ŝ; (ii) the feature mappings ϕpu, âq and ϕpm, aq corresponding

to the non-lifted state-action pairs at times n � 1 and n ¡ 1, respectively; as well as the (iii)

Op|A|�°
nPrNs |Sn|q indicator functions used by the rewards and marginal transition probabilities.

With this mapping ϕ̂, any of the above singleton-valued ambiguity set mappings can be expressed

as scope-1 mappings. If the n̂-th ambiguity set mapping P n̂ of the non-lifted factored RFMDP,

n̂ P rN s, has scope σ, then the n̂-th ambiguity set mapping P̂ n̂ of the lifted non-factored RFMDP

has a scope of at most σ� rlog2N s�maxnPrNs Sn due to its additional dependence on the timer n

as well as one component of the update block u in the current state ŝ � pu,m, a, nq. Likewise, if

the j-th reward component of the non-lifted factored RFMDP has scope σ, then the j-th reward

component of the lifted non-factored RFMDP has a scope of σ�1 due to its additional dependence

on the indicator function 1rpm, a, nq � ps0, a0, 1qs.
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E-Companion B: Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. In view of statement (i), consider first a representation of the function

f : BI Ñ R as a rule system. Concretely, fix a representation of the form

©
pi,vqPAr

pxi � vq ñ fpxq � cr @r P R,

where R is the set of rules to determine f , Ar is the set of antecedents (or premises) for rule r

and cr is the consequent (or conclusion) of r. This rule-based representation is equivalent to the

MILP-based feature representation under which fpxq � cr if and only if ϕrpxq � 1, r P R, where

the MILP-based features ϕrpxq � 1r
�

pi,vqPAr
pxi � vqs have the polynomial-size representation

ϕrpxq ¤ 1� xi @pi, 0q P Ar; ϕrpxq ¤ xi @pi, 1q P Ar

ϕrpxq ¥
¸

pi,0qPAr

p1� xiq �
¸

pi,1qPAr

xi � r|Ar| � 1s

,//.
//- @r P R.

This concludes statement (i) for rule systems. Since every decision tree can be represented as a

rule system with one rule for each path from the root node to one of the leaf nodes, our proof for

rule systems immediately applies to decision tree representations as well.

To see that statement (i) also holds for ADDs, we first observe that the empty function f :

H Ñ R satisfying fpq � c has a trivial MILP-based feature representation. Assume now that

the two functions f 1, f2 : BI�i are ADDs of binary vectors pxi�1, . . . , xIq with polynomial-sized

MILP-based feature representations f 1pxi�1, . . . , xIq � c1r if ϕ1rpxi�1, . . . , xIq � 1, r P R1, and

f2pxi�1, . . . , xIq � c2r if ϕ2rpxi�1, . . . , xIq � 1, r P R2. This implies that there are polyhedra F 1,F2

as well as auxiliary vectors ζ 1 P RF 1
l � BF 1

b and ζ2 P RF 2
l � BF 2

b , all of polynomial size, such that

ϕ1pxi�1, . . . , xIq � φ P B|R1| precisely when pφ, ζ;xi�1, . . . , xIq P F 1 and ϕ2pxi�1, . . . , xIq � φ P B|R2|

precisely when pφ, ζ;xi�1, . . . , xIq P F2, respectively. We show that in this case, the function

f : BI�i�1 satisfying fpxi, . . . , xIq � xi � f
1pxi�1, . . . , xIq � p1� xiq � f

2pxi�1, . . . , xIq has an MILP-

based feature representation fpxi, . . . , xIq � cr if ϕrpxi, . . . , xIq � 1, r P R, of polynomial size.

Indeed, fix R � tp1, r1q : r1 P R1u Y tp0, r2q : r2 P R2u, cr � c1r1 for r � p1, r1q P R, r1 P R1, and

cr � c2r2 for r � p0, r2q P R, r2 P R2. The claim follows if we can show that the feature map ϕ
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satisfying

ϕrpxi, . . . , xIq � 1rxi � 1 and ϕ1r1pxi�1, . . . , xIq � 1s for r � p1, r1q P R, r1 P R1

and ϕrpxi, . . . , xIq � 1rxi � 0 and ϕ2r2pxi�1, . . . , xIq � 1s for r � p0, r2q P R, r2 P R2

has an MILP representation of polynomial size. This is the case since we have

ϕpxi, . . . , xIq � φ P B|R| ðñ

�
�������

φ ¥ φ1 � p1� xiq � e, φ ¤ φ1 � p1� xiq � e

φ ¥ φ2 � xi � e, φ ¤ φ2 � xi � e

pφ1, ζ 1;xi�1, . . . , xIq P Fr1

pφ2, ζ2;xi�1, . . . , xIq P Fr2

�
�������
.

As for statement (ii), consider first the parity function fpx1, . . . , xIq � 1 if
°I

i�1 xi is even; � 0

otherwise. This function cannot be computed without considering the value xi of each of its inputs

i P rIs, and thus any representation of this function as a tree or rule system necessarily scales

exponentially in I. In contrast, we have fpx1, . . . , xIq � 1 if ϕpx1, . . . , xIq � 1; � 0 otherwise for

the feature map ϕpx1, . . . , xIq � 1r
°I

i�1 xi is evens, which has the MILP representation

ϕpx1, . . . , xIq � φ ðñ

�
�������

φ � 1� zI , z1 � x1

zi�1 � zi � xi�1 � 2yi�1

yi�1 ¤ zi, yi�1 ¤ zi�1

yi�1 ¥ zi � zi�1 � 1

,///.
///-

@i P rI � 1s

�
�������
,

φ P B, that is of polynomial size. Note that in this formulation, we have yi�1 � 1rzi � 1^zi�1 � 1s

for all i P rI � 1s and zi � 1r
°i

i1�1 xi1 is odds for all i P rIs.

The argument from the previous paragraph does not extend to ADDs; in fact, ADDs can also

represent the parity function efficiently. To see that statement (ii) nevertheless extends to ADDs,

consider the function fpa1, . . . , aI ; b1, . . . , bIq that computes one of the 2I bits of the result of

multiplying the binary numbers pa1, . . . , aIq and pb1, . . . , bIq. It follows from Bryant (1991) that

ADDs cannot represent this function in polynomial size. In contrast, we show next that this

function can be represented efficiently via MILP-based features. To this end, consider the following
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feature map, which computes the entire result of the multiplication:

ϕpa1, . . . , aI ; b1, . . . , bIq � φ ðñ

�
���

¸
iPr2Is

2i�1 � φi �
¸

i,jPrIs

2i�j�2 � ζij

ζij ¤ ai, ζij ¤ bj , ζij ¥ ai � bj � 1 @i, j P rIs

�
���

To see that the above representation is correct, observe first that for all i, j P rIs we have ζij � ai �bj .

The right-hand side of the first constraint therefore evaluates to

¸
i,jPrIs

2i�j�2 � ai � bj �

�
�¸

iPrIs

2i�1ai

�

�
� ¸

jPrIs

2j�1bj

�
,

where
°

iPrIs 2
i�1�ai and

°
jPrIs 2

j�1�bj are the numbers represented by the binary vectors pa1, . . . , aIq

and pb1, . . . , bIq, respectively. The left-hand side of the first constraint thus ensures that the number

represented by the binary vector pφ1, . . . , φ2Iq equals the product of pa1, . . . , aIq and pb1, . . . , bIq,

as desired. Our constraints defining the feature map ϕ involve coefficients that are exponential

in the length 2I of its input; this can be avoided by emulating a binary multiplier through MILP

constraints. We omit the details of this tedious but otherwise straightforward representation.

Proof of Theorem 2. In view of the first assertion, fix any feature map ϕ : S � A Ñ BF and

define Φl � tps, a, φlq P S � A � B : ϕlps, aq � φlu as the graph of the l-th component of ϕ. We

then note that for all ps, aq P S �A and l P rF s, we have that

ϕlps, aq � φl ðñ ps, a, φlq P Φl ðñ ps, a, φlq � ps1, a1, φ1lq @ps
1, a1, φ1lq P rS �A� BszΦl.
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The latter condition holds precisely when

�
s � s1 _ a � a1 _ φl � φ1l

�
@ps1, a1, φ1lq P rS �A� BszΦl

ðñ

�
� ª

nPrNs

ª
iPrSns

sni � s1ni _
ª

mPrAs

am � a1m _ φl � φ1l

�
� @ps1, a1, φ1lq P rS �A� BszΦl

ðñ

�
� ¸

nPrNs

¸
iPrSns

s1ni � sni
2s1ni � 1

¥ 1 _
¸

mPrAs

a1m � am
2a1m � 1

¥ 1 _
φ1l � φl

2φ1l � 1
¥ 1

�
� @ps1, a1, φ1lq P rS �A� BszΦl

ðñ
¸

nPrNs

¸
iPrSns

s1ni � sni
2s1ni � 1

�
¸

mPrAs

a1m � am
2a1m � 1

�
φ1l � φl

2φ1l � 1
¥ 1 @ps1, a1, φ1lq P rS �A� BszΦl.

In summary, for each l P rF s the constraint ϕlps, aq � φl can be represented by a system of at most

2 � |S �A| linear constraints, which proves the first assertion.

As for the second assertion, consider a class of FMDP instances pS,A, q, p, r, γq whose state

spaces S encode 3SAT instances in binary representation, while the definition of their action spaces

A, their initial state and transition probabilities q and p, their rewards r as well as their discount

factors γ are not relevant for our construction and are thus omitted. We choose the class of features

ϕ that evaluate the solvability of these 3SAT instances, that is, ϕ evaluates to 1 if and only if the

answer to the 3SAT instance associated with the FMDP instance is affirmative. Since 3SAT is

known to be strongly NP-hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979), the evaluation of ϕ must be strongly

NP-hard. Thus, unless P = NP, any system of linear inequalities evaluating ϕ must have a number

of variables or constraints that is exponential in the bit length of S (since linear programs can be

solved in polynomial time), and any system of mixed-binary linear constraints computing ϕ must

have exponentially many continuous variables or constraints, or it must contain a number of binary

variables that grows at least logarithmically in S (since we can enumerate all possible values of the

binary variables and solve linear programs in the remaining variables and constraints).

Proof of Proposition 1. In view of the first assertion, note that

ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1ns �
¸

s1nPS1n

1rsn � s1ns,
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and that each indicator function 1rsn � s1ns can be expressed by a variable ζs1n P R� satisfying

1�
¸

jPrSns

sn,j � s1n,j
2s1n,j � 1

¤ ζs1n ¤ min
jPrSns

#
s1n,j � sn,j � 1

2s1n,j � 1

+
@s1n P S 1n.

This representation has Fl � |S 1n| auxiliary variables and Fc � 1� |S 1n| � Sn � |S 1n| constraints.
As for the second assertion, note that

ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1n @n P N s ðñ

�¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns
�
�p|N |�1q ¤ ϕps, aq ¤ min

nPN
1rsn P S 1ns,

and that each indicator function 1rsn P S 1ns can be represented using |S 1n| auxiliary variables and

p1 � Snq � |S 1n| constraints (cf. Assertion 1). The overall representation thus has Fl �
°

nPN |S 1n|
auxiliary variables and Fc �

°
nPN p1� Snq � |S 1n| � 1� |N | constraints as claimed.

In view of the third assertion, note that

ϕps, aq � 1rDn P N : sn P S 1ns � 1� 1rsn P SnzS 1n @n P N s,

and we can thus reuse the representation from Assertion 2.

As for the fourth assertion, note that

ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1n for at least ν different n P N s ðñ ϕps, aq � 1

�¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns ¥ ν

�
,

and that the latter equation holds if and only if ϕps, aq � η for the auxiliary variable η P B satisfying

�¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns
�
� pν � 1q

|N | � 1
¤ η ¤ 1�

�¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns
�
� ν

|N |
.

Since each indicator function 1rsn P S 1ns can be represented using |S 1n| auxiliary variables and

p1 � Snq � |S 1n| constraints (cf. Assertion 1), the overall representation has Fl �
°

nPN |S 1n| and
Fb � 1 auxiliary variables as well as Fc �

°
nPN p1� Snq � |S 1n| � 2 constraints.
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In view of the last assertion, finally, note that

ϕps, aq � 1rsn P S 1n for at most ν different n P N s ðñ ϕps, aq � 1

�¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns ¤ ν

�
,

and that the latter equation holds if and only if ϕps, aq � η for the auxiliary variable η P B satisfying

ν �

�¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns � 1

�

|N | � 1
¤ η ¤ 1�

ν �
¸
nPN

1rsn P S 1ns

|N |
.

Since each indicator function 1rsn P S 1ns can be represented using |S 1n| auxiliary variables and

p1 � Snq � |S 1n| constraints (cf. Assertion 1), the overall representation has Fl �
°

nPN |S 1n| and
Fb � 1 auxiliary variables as well as Fc �

°
nPN p1� Snq � |S 1n| � 2 constraints.

Similar to Theorem 1 of Littman (1997), our proof of Theorem 3 relies on a reduction to a

combinatorial game proposed by Stockmeyer and Chandra (1979). In contrast to our setting,

however, Littman (1997) studies propositional planning problems that are structurally different

from the FMDPs considered in this paper, and as a result our reduction, while relying on the same

combinatorial game, requires a different proof strategy.

Proof of Theorem 3. Since the feature map ϕ is assumed to be the identity, we will use Defini-

tion 1 (relating to FMDPs) rather than Definition 2 (relating to feature-based FMDPs) throughout

this proof. To see that computing the optimal expected total reward of an FMDP is EXPTIME-

hard, we consider the following game proposed by Stockmeyer and Chandra (1979):

Two-Person Combinatorial Game G4.

Instance. Given a 13-DNF formula2F : Bk � Bk Ñ B and a starting position px0, y0q P

Bk � Bk. Player 1 takes the first turn.

Game. The players take turns in switching at most one of their variables txiu
k
i�1 (player

1) and tyiu
k
i�1 (player 2). The player whose switch causes F px, yq to evaluate to 1 wins.

Question. Does the starting position admit a winning strategy for player 1, that is, a

strategy under which player 1 always wins, no matter what player 2 does?

213-DNF: C1 _ . . . Cm, m P N, where each Ci is a conjunction of at most 13 variables (or their negations).
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Game G4 is known to be EXPTIME-complete (Stockmeyer and Chandra, 1979, Theorem 3.1).

Without loss of generality, we can assume that each player switches exactly one variable in each

turn. Indeed, the possibility to not switch any variable in a particular move can be catered for by

adding an auxiliary variable that does not impact the value of F . Moreover, we will use the fact

that if there is a winning strategy for player 1, then there is a winning strategy under which the

player always wins in at most 2Opkq steps (Stockmeyer and Chandra, 1979, p. 160).

For a given instance of G4, we first construct a simplified FMDP with scope Opkq. We then

outline how the FMDP can be modified so that is has scope Oplog kq.
State Space. The state space is S � B2 � Bk � Bk � Brlog2 T s. A state pw, x, y, zq P S records

the status w of the game (p0, 0q = open, p1, 0q = player 1 won, p0, 1q = player 2 won), the current

position px, yq as well as the number z of completed turns (in binary representation).

Action Space. We set A � tei : i P rksu � Bk, where a P A records for each variable i P rks

whether xi is being flipped (if ai � 1) or not (if ai � 0) by player 1.

Initial Distribution. The initial state is pw0, x0, y0, z0q with w0 � p0, 0q and z0 � p0, . . . , 0q.

Transition Probabilities. If the game status is p1, 0q or p0, 1q, then the FMDP remains at the

current state with probability 1, independent of the selected action. If the game status is p0, 0q, on

the other hand, then the position x of player 1 transitions deterministically to x1i � xi�p1�2xiq�ai,

i P rks, where a P A is the current action. The position y of player 2 transitions to each of the

states y1 � y � p1� 2yiq � ei, i P rks, with probability 1{k each. The turn counter z is increased by

one (in binary representation). The game status w, finally, is set to w1 � p1, 0q if F px1, yq � 1, it is

set to w1 � p0, 1q if F px, yq � 1 or z � p1, . . . , 1q, and it remains w1 � w otherwise. Note that the

game status is backward looking with respect to the move of player 2, that is, a winning move of

player 2 in the z-th turn is only recognized by the new game status w1 at the end of turn z � 1.

Reward Function. We set rppw, x, y, zq, aq � �1 if w � p0, 1q and rppw, x, y, zq, aq � 0 otherwise.

Discount Factor. We choose any discount factor γ P p0, 1q.

We claim that the optimal expected total reward of the above FMDP vanishes if and only if

player 1 has a winning strategy in game G4. Indeed, one readily verifies that the FMDP tracks the

game’s evolution in a canonical way. Moreover, if player 1 has a winning strategy, then player 2

cannot win the game, which implies that no non-zero rewards are earned under the winning strategy,

thus resulting in zero expected total rewards. If there is a policy earning zero expected total
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rewards, finally, then it corresponds to a strategy under which player 1 wins in no more than T

turns, irrespective of the moves of player 2 – this is, by definition, a winning strategy.

The FMDP described above can be implemented with a scope of Opkq, that is, a scope that

does not depend on the duration T of the game. Indeed, through a judicious choice of features, the

transition probabilities for each position x1i of player 1, i P rks, can be implemented with a scope of

4 as they depend on the game status w, the previous position xi as well as the action ai selected

for position xi. The transition probabilities for each position y1i of player 2, i P rks, on the other

hand, require a scope of k�2 as they depend on the game status w as well as all previous positions

tyju
k
j�1; this is needed to ensure that exactly one position is switched. The transition probabilities

for each bit z1i of the turn counter, i P rrlog2 T ss, as well as the status w1 of the game, finally, can

be implemented with a scope of 2 since they evolve deterministically.

The above FMDP can be modified so that it has a scope of Oplog kq. To this end, we augment

the state space to S � B2 � Bk � Bk � Brlog2 ks � Brlog2 T s. A state pw, x, y, u, zq now additionally

records in the game status w whose turn it is (p0, 0q = player 1’s turn, p0, 1q = player 2’s turn,

p1, 0q = player 1 has won, p1, 1q = player 2 has won) as well as, if player 2 moves next, which of her

variables yj , j �
°rlog2 ks

l�1 2l�1 �ul, is switched. In that case, the scope of the transition probabilities

for each position y1j of player 2, j P rks, can be reduced to logpkq since they become deterministic

functions of the components of u, while the transition probabilities of u have scope 0 since they do

not depend on any sub-state or action. For the sake of brevity, we omit the details of this tedious

but otherwise straightforward extension.

Proof of Proposition 2. Replacing the value function v in (2) with our basis function approxi-

mation results in the following LP:

minimize
w

¸
sPS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

qnpsnq

�
�
�
� ¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq

�
�

subject to
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸
s1PS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

�
�
�
� ¸

kPrKs

wk � νkps
1q

�
�

@ps, aq P S �A
w P RK .
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In view of the objective function of this problem, we note that

¸
sPS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

qnpsnq

�
�
�
� ¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq

�
� �

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
sPS

νkpsq �

�
� ¹

nPrNs

qnpsnq

�
�

�
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
snPSn:
nPsrνks

¸
sn1PSn1 :

n1PrNszsrνks

νkpsq �

�
� ¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

�
� �

�
� ¹

n1PrNszsrνks

qn1psn1q

�
�

�
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
sPSrνks

¸
s1
n1
PSn1 :

n1PrNszsrνks

νkpsq �

�
� ¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

�
� �

�
� ¹

n1PrNszsrνks

qn1ps
1
n1q

�
� , (7)

where the first identity applies standard algebraic manipulations, the second identity decomposes

each state s P S into its components sn, n P srνks, and sn1 , n
1 P rN szsrνks, and the third identity

utilizes our definition of Srνks and the fact that νk does not depend on the components sn1 ,

n1 P rN szsrνks. We next observe that (7) can be re-expressed as

¸
kPrKs

wk

�
� ¸

sPSrνks

νkpsq �

�
� ¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

�
�
�
�

�
����

¸
s1
n1
PSn1 :

n1PrNszsrνks

¹
n1PrNszsrνks

qn1ps
1
n1q

�
���

�
¸

kPrKs

wk

�
� ¸

sPSrνks

νkpsq �

�
� ¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

�
�
�
,

where the first row uses the distributive property of multiplication over addition, and the identity

holds since the second multiplier in the first row evaluates to one. Similar arguments show that

¸
s1PS

�
� ¹

nPrNs

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

�
�
�
� ¸

kPrKs

wk � νkps
1q

�
� �

¸
kPrKs

wk

�
� ¸

s1PSrνks

νkps
1q

�
� ¹

nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

�
�
�
,

and we thus conclude that under our value function approximation, (2) indeed simplifies to (3).

To prove the second part, we show that problem (3) is feasible and not unbounded. The

statement then follows from the fact that every feasible finite-dimensional LP attains its optimal

value if the latter is finite. To see that (3) is feasible, fix C � p1� γq�1 �maxtrpϕps, aqq : ps, aq P
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S �Au and let w1 P RK be such that
°

kPrKsw
1
k � νkpsq � 1 for all s P S. We then observe that

¸
kPrKs

pC � w1
kq � νkpsq � C �

1

1� γ
�max

 
rpϕps1, aqq : ps1, aq P S �A

(

� max
 
rpϕps1, aqq : ps1, aq P S �A

(
� γ � C

¥ max
aPA

�
�rpϕps, aqq � γ

¸
kPrKs

pC � w1
kq

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q

¹
nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq

�
�

for all s P S, where the first two identities are due to the definitions of w1 and C, respectively, the

third identity applies basic algebraic manipulations, and the inequality follows from the definition

of w1, the fact that maxtrpϕps, aqq : a P Au ¤ maxtrpϕps1, aqq : ps1, aq P S � Au, as well as the

inequality
°

s1PSrνks

±
nPsrνks

pnps
1
n |ϕps, aqq ¤ 1, which holds for all ps, aq P S �A.

To see that problem (3) is not unbounded, finally, note that problem (2) bounds (3) from below.

As we have discussed in Section 2.2, however, the optimal value of (2) coincides with the expected

total reward of an optimal policy to the FMDP, which is bounded by construction.

The proof of Theorem 4 relies on Hoffman’s error bound, which we state next.

Lemma 1 (Hoffman 1952). Let K � tx P Rn : Ax ¤ bu be a non-empty polyhedron. Then there

exists a constant κ ¡ 0 such that for all x P Rn, the Euclidean distance between x and K is bounded

from above by κ � ∥rAx� bs�∥8.

Proof of Theorem 4. To see that Algorithm 1 terminates in finite time, we note that by con-

struction of the algorithm, every constraint of problem (3) is added at most once. The claim now

follows from the fact that problem (3) comprises finitely many constraints.

To see that F pwϵq ¥ F � � κ1 � ϵ for some κ1 ¡ 0 independent of ϵ, denote by wϵ P RK the
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(unique) projection of wϵ onto the feasible region of problem (3) and note that

F � � F pwϵq ¤ F pwϵq � F pwϵq �
¸
sPS

qpsq �

�
� ¸

kPrKs

pwϵ
k � wϵ

kq � νkpsq

�
�

¤ max
sPS

�
� ¸

kPrKs

pwϵ
k � wϵ

kq � νkpsq

�
� ¤ max

sPS

�
∥wϵ � wϵ∥2 � ∥νpsq∥2

�

� ∥wϵ � wϵ∥2 �max
sPS

�
∥νpsq∥2

�
,

where the first inequality follows from the feasibility of wϵ and the optimality of F �, the first identity

employs formulation (2) and Proposition 2 to evaluate F pwϵq and F pwϵq, the second inequality

exploits that q P ∆pSq, the third inequality introduces the notation νpsq � pν1psq, . . . , νKpsqq
J

and uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the last identity reorders terms. We can now use

Lemma 1 to bound the term ∥wϵ � wϵ∥2 from above by κ1 � ϵ if we identify K with the feasible

region of problem (3) and x with wϵ, respectively. The lemma then shows that ∥wϵ � wϵ∥2, which
amounts to the Euclidean distance between x and K, is bounded from above by a multiple of

the maximum constraint violation of wϵ in problem (3), which itself is guaranteed to be bounded

from above by ϵ by construction of Algorithm 1. The statement then follows from the fact that

maxsPS
�
∥νpsq∥2

�
does not depend on ϵ.

To see that ŵ is feasible in problem (3), fix any ps, aq P S �A and observe that

¸
kPrKs

ŵk � νkpsq �

�
� ¸

kPrKs

wϵ
k � νkpsq

�
�� ϵ

1� γ

¥ rpϕps, aqq � γ
¸
s1PS

pps1 |ϕps, aqq

�
� ¸

kPrKs

wϵ
k � νkps

1q

�
�� ϵ�

ϵ

1� γ

� rpϕps, aqq � γ
¸
s1PS

pps1 |ϕps, aqq

�
�
�
� ¸

kPrKs

wϵ
k � νkps

1q

�
� ϵ

1� γ

�
� ,

where the first identity employs the definition of ŵ, the first inequality exploits the ϵ-feasibility of

wϵ, and the second identity reorders terms and uses that
°

s1PS pps
1 |ϕps, aqq � 1. Applying the
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identity from the first row again to the term inside the square bracket in the last row, we obtain

¸
kPrKs

ŵk � νkpsq ¥ rpϕps, aqq � γ
¸
s1PS

pps1 |ϕps, aqq

�
� ¸

kPrKs

ŵk � νkpsq

�
� @ps, aq P S �A,

that is, ŵ is indeed feasible in problem (3). The feasibility of ŵ in (3) and the fact that wϵ optimally

solves a relaxation of (3) then implies that F pwϵq ¤ F � ¤ F pŵq.

To see that F pŵq ¤ F � � κ2 � ϵ for some κ2 ¡ 0 independent of ϵ, finally, we note that

F pŵq � F � ¤ F pŵq � F pwϵq �
¸
sPS

qpsq �

�
� ¸

kPrKs

pŵk � wϵ
kq � νkpsq

�
� �

ϵ

1� γ
,

where the first inequality holds since wϵ optimally solves the master problem of the last iteration of

Algorithm 1, which itself is a relaxation of problem (3), the first identity employs formulation (2)

and Proposition 2 to evaluate F pŵq and F pwϵq, and the last identity follows from the definitions

of ŵ and w1 as well as the fact that
°

sPS qpsq � 1.

Proof of Theorem 5. As discussed in Algorithm 1, a maximally violated constraint can be

extracted from an optimal solution to the optimization problem

maximize
s, a, φ, ζ

¸
jPrJs

rjpφq � γ
¸

kPrKs

w�
k � νkpφq �

¸
kPrKs

w�
k � νkpsq

subject to ps, aq P S �A, pφ, ζ; s, aq P F , ζ P RFl � BFb .

(8)

The reward components rjpφq, j P rJs, in this problem can be reformulated as

rjpφq �
¸

fPSrrjs

rjpfq � 1 rφi � fi @i P srrjss �
¸

fPSrrjs

rjpfq � ηjf

for ηjf � 1rφi � fi @i P srrjss, j P rJs and f P Srrjs. One readily verifies that ηjf � 1rφi �

fi @i P srrjss if and only if ηjf P r0, 1s and

ηjf ¤ p2fi � 1qφi � 1� fi @i P srrjs as well as ηjf ¥ 1�
¸

iPsrrjs

φi � fi
2fi � 1

.
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Similar arguments show that

νkpφq �
¸

fPSrνks

νkpfq � 1 rφi � fi @i P srνkss �
¸

fPSrνks

νkpfq � ξkf

for ξkf � 1rφi � fi @i P srνkss, k P rKs and f P Srνks, which holds if and only if ξkf P r0, 1s and

ξkf ¤ p2fi � 1qφi � 1� fi @i P srνks as well as ξkf ¥ 1�
¸

iPsrνks

φi � fi
2fi � 1

,

as well as

νkpsq �
¸

s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � 1

�
rssi � rs1si @i P srνks

�
�

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � βks1

for βks1 � 1rrssi � rs1si @i P srνkss, k P rKs and s
1 P Srνks, which holds if and only if βks1 P r0, 1s

and

βks1 ¤ p2rs1si � 1qrssi � 1� rs1si @i P srνks as well as βks1 ¥ 1�
¸

iPsrνks

rssi � rs
1si

2rs1si � 1
.

The statement now follows if we replace rjpφq, νkpφq and νkpsq in (8) with their reformulations.

Proof of Proposition 3. Theorem 5 determines a maximally violated constraint through the

solution of an MILP whose size is polynomial in the description of the feature-based FMDP. We

thus conclude that determining a maximally violated constraint is in NP. To see that the problem

is also strongly NP-hard, consider the following integer feasibility problem:

0/1 Integer Programming.

Instance. Given are G P ZL�N and h P ZL.

Question. Is there a vector x P t0, 1uN such that Gx ¤ h?

For a given instance of the integer feasibility problem, we construct a feature-based FMDP with

the state space S �
�

nPrNs Sn with Sn � B, n P rN s, the action space A � B, the feature map

ϕ : S � A Ñ B satisfying ϕps, aq � 1rGs ¤ hs, the reward function satisfying rps, aq � ϕps, aq,

any scope-1 initial distribution q, any scope-1 transition kernel p as well as any discount factor; we

not specify those components further since they will not impact our argument. We set the basis
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function weights w to zero so that the choice of basis functions for the value function is irrelevant

as well. In this case, any maximally violated constraint ps�, a�q simply maximizes ϕps, aq over

S � A, and we conclude that the maximum constraint violation is 1 precisely when the answer

to the integer feasibility problem is affirmative. Since the integer feasibility problem is strongly

NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979), the statement of the proposition then follows.

It remains to be shown that the feature map ϕ : S � A Ñ B admits a representation that is

polynomial in the length of the integer feasibility instance. To this end, we claim that

ϕps, aq � φ ðñ

�
����������

gl
Js ¥ hl �

1

2
�M � ζl @l P rLs

gl
Js ¤ hl �M � p1� ζlq @l P rLs

φ ¤ ζl @l P rLs

φ ¥

�
� ¸

lPrLs

ζl

�
� pL� 1q

�
����������

for some ζ P BL, (9)

where gl
J P ZN is the l-th row of matrix G and M � maxlPrLs

�
1� |hl| �

°
nPrNs |gln|

�
. To see this,

note that thanks to the integrality ofG and h, the equation system (9) ensures that ζl � 1rgl
Js ¤ hls

for all l P rLs as well as φ � mintζl : l P rLsu. Thus, whenever ϕps, aq � 1, that is, whenever

Gs ¤ h, we have ζ � 1 and thus φ � 1. In contrast, whenever ϕps, aq � 0, that is, whenever

Gs ¦ h, we have ζl � 0 for at least one l P rLs, and thus φ � 0 as desired.

Proof of Corollary 1. The statement follows immediately from the optimization problem in

Theorem 5 if we fix the state s, disregard the last expression from the objective function and

remove the auxiliary variables tβks1u.

Proof of Observation 1. To see that the first set of expressions in the proposition is a subset of

the second set of expressions, fix any joint distribution psa P Ppϕps, aqq and construct the marginal

distributions tpsakuk via psakps
1q � psaps

1q for all k P rKs and s1 P Srνks. One readily verifies that

¸
kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

wk � νkps
1q � psaps

1q �
¸

kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

wk � νkps
1q � psakps

1q (10)

and that the marginal distributions tpsakuk satisfy the conditions of the second set of expressions.
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To see that both sets of expressions coincide whenever the basis functions νk, k P rKs, satisfy

the RIP, we refer to Doan et al. (2015, § 2.1), whose results imply that under the RIP, any set of

marginal distributions tpsakuk satisfying the conditions of the second set of expressions gives rise

to a joint distribution psa P Ppϕps, aqq satisfying (10).

The proof of Theorem 6 relies on the following generalization of Hoffman’s error bound to

polynomial systems, which we state first.

Lemma 2 (Li et al. (2015)). Consider the set K � tx P Rn : gipxq ¤ 0 @i P rm1s, hjpxq � 0 @j P

rm2su defined by the polynomials gi : Rn Ñ R, i P rm1s, and hj : Rn Ñ R, j P rm2s, of degree at

most d. For any compact set K1 � Rn there exists a constant κ ¡ 0 such that

distpx,Kq ¤ κ

�
m1̧

i�1

rgipxqs� �
m2̧

j�1

|hjpxq|

�τ

@x P K1,

where dist is the standard point-to-set distance in Rn and

τ � max

"
1

pd� 1qp3dqn�m1�m2�1
,

1

dp6d� 3qn�m1�1

*
.

Proof of Theorem 6. Since problem (5) comprises finitely many bilinear constraints parametrized

by ps, aq P S �A, Algorithm 2 terminates after a finite number of iterations.

To see that pŵ, p̂q is feasible in (5), note that p̂sa P Ppϕps, aqq for all ps, aq P S �A by construc-

tion. Moreover, pŵ, p̂q satisfies the first constraint set in (5) since for any ps, aq P S �A, we have

¸
kPrKs

ŵk � νkpsq �

�
� ¸

kPrKs

wϵ
k � νkpsq

�
�� ϵ

1� γ

¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

wϵ
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p̂saps

1q �
ϵγ

1� γ

�
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

ŵk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p̂saps

1q,

where the first identity follows from the definition of ŵ. The first inequality holds for all ps, aq P C
even if ϵγ{p1�γq on the right-hand side is replaced with the larger constant ϵ{p1�γq since p̂sa � pϵsa

in that case and the solution pwϵ, pϵq satisfies all constraints ps, aq P C by construction. The first
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inequality also holds for all ps, aq P rS � AszC since p̂sa minimizes the right-hand side across all

psa P Ppϕps, aqq in that case and the solution pwϵ, pϵq is ϵ-feasible when Algorithm 2 terminates.

The second identity, finally, follows again from the definition of ŵ.

We complete the proof by showing that the Euclidean distance of pŵ, p̂q to the stationary points

of problem (5) is bounded from above as claimed. To this end, we proceed in three steps: (i) we

derive the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) system for the terminal master problem of Algorithm 2;

(ii) we show that the solutions to the KKT system lie in a bounded set; (iii) we employ Lemma 2

to bound the distance of pŵ, p̂q to the stationary points of (5).

In view of the first step, assume that Ppϕps, aqq � tpsa P R|S| : Ψsapsa ¤ ψsau for some

Ψsa P RMsa�|S| with full row rank and ψsa P RMsa . In that case, the KKT system of the terminal

master problem of Algorithm 2 presents itself as follows.

Stationarity:

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq �
¸

ps,aqPC
Λsa

�
�γ ¸

s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q � νkpsq

�
� 0 @k P rKs

γ � Λsa

¸
kPrKs

wk � νkps
1q � rΨsass1

JΓsa � 0 @ps, aq P C, @s1 P S

Primal feasibility:¸
kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥ rpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q

Ψsapsa ¤ ψsa

,//.
//- @ps, aq P C

Dual feasibility:

Λsa P R� and Γsa P RMsa
� @ps, aq P C

Complementary slackness:

Λsa

�
�rpϕps, aqq � γ

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q �
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq

�
� 0

Γsa
J pΨsapsa � ψsaq � 0

,///.
///-

@ps, aq P C

Here, Λsa and Γsa are the dual variables corresponding to the primal Bellman constraints and the

constraints defining the ambiguity sets, respectively.

For the second step, we bound each of the components pw, p,Λ,Γq of a KKT point separately. To

bound w, observe that the first stationarity, primal feasibility, dual feasibility and complementary
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slackness condition imply that w optimally solves the linear program

minimize
w

¸
kPrKs

wk

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

subject to
¸

kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q @ps, aq P C.

(11)

Our earlier assumption that the initial master problem is not unbounded immediately implies

a lower bound on the optimal value of (11). Likewise, one readily verifies that w with w �

p1� γq�1 �maxtrps, aq : ps, aq P S �Au � w1 is feasible in (11) and thus provides the upper bound

p1 � γq�1 � maxtrps, aq : ps, aq P S � Au on the optimal value of (11). The boundedness of this

optimal value does not per se imply boundedness of the associated optimal cost to-go functions°
kPrKswk �νkp�q, however, since some states s P S may never be reached in the FMDP represented by

problem (11). Assume to the contrary that there is a sequence of optimal solutions to problem (11)

whose cost to-go would diverge for some states. Then the same cost to-go would diverge in the

associated sequence of KKT points to the terminal master problem of Algorithm 2. The assumed

irreducibility of the RFMDP under some p P P would then imply, however, that the associated

sequence of objective values in the master problem would diverge, which contradicts our earlier

assumption that the initial master problem is not unbounded. The boundedness of w in any

KKT point now follows from the fact that the mapping w ÞÑ
°

kPrKswk � νkp�q is injective due to

the assumed linear independence of the basis functions. The second primal feasibility condition

immediately implies that the probabilities psa, ps, aq P C, are also contained in a bounded set. To

see that Λ is bounded as well, we multiply each of the K equations in the stationarity condition

with w1
k , k P rKs, and sum them up to obtain

1�
¸

ps,aqPC
Λsapγ � 1q � 0 ðñ

¸
ps,aqPC

Λsa �
1

1� γ
.

The non-negativity of Λ (cf. the dual feasibility conditions) then establishes the boundedness of Λ.

The boundedness of Γ, finally, follows from the boundedness of Λ and w, the full row rank of each

Ψsa, the non-negativity of Γ and the second stationarity condition.

In view of the third step, finally, observe that the KKT system for problem (5) coincides with

our above KKT system for the terminal master problem of Algorithm 2, except that the index set C
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is replaced with S�A. Recall that by definition, pwϵ, pϵq is a stationary point to the terminal master

problem of Algorithm 2. In other words, together with some Λϵ � tΛϵ
saups,aqPC and Γϵ � tΓϵ

saups,aqPC ,

pwϵ, pϵ,Λϵ,Γϵq is a KKT point of the terminal master problem. We can extend this KKT point from

ps, aq P C to ps, aq P S � A by selecting pϵsa P argmin
 °

kPrKsw
ϵ
k

°
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psaps

1q : psa P

Ppϕps, aqq
(
and pΛϵ

sa,Γ
ϵ
saq � p0, 0q for ps, aq P rS � AszC. The resulting solution pwϵ, pϵ,Λϵ,Γϵq is

an approximate KKT point for (5) in that it violates the first primal feasibility condition by up to

ϵ but satisfies all other KKT conditions. By Lemma 2, there exists a constant κpCq ¡ 0 such that

distppwϵ, pϵ,Λϵ,Γϵq,Kq ¤ κpCq � p|S �A| � ϵqτ , (12)

where K and K1 represent the compact sets that bound the set of KKT points for problem (5) and

the terminal master problem of Algorithm 2, respectively. Let κ � maxtκpC1q : C1 � S �Au. Note
that although the terminal index set C depends on ϵ, the constant κ does not. We then have

distppŵ, p̂q,X q ¤ distppwϵ, pϵq,X q � ϵ

1� γ

∥∥w1
∥∥
2
¤ distppwϵ, pϵ,Λϵ,Γϵq,Kq � ϵ

1� γ

∥∥w1
∥∥
2

¤ κ � p|S �A| � ϵqτ � ϵ

1� γ

∥∥w1
∥∥
2
,

where X denotes the set of stationary points for problem (5). Here, the first inequality follows from

the definition of pŵ, p̂q and the triangle inequality. The second inequality follows from the fact the

the distance of a point to a set is at least its the distance of its projection to the projection of the

set. The final inequality uses inequality (12). The claim of the theorem now follows if we redefine

κ as κ � p|S �A|qτ .

Proof of Theorem 7 We prove the statement in three steps: (i) we argue that the sequence

tpwt, ptqutPN produced by Algorithm 3 is bounded and thus has at least one limit point pw8, p8q;

(ii) we show that for any such limit point pw8, p8q, w8 and p8 are minimizers in the first and

second linear program in Algorithm 3 if we replace pt�1 with p8 and wt with w8, respectively;

and (iii) we show that the KKT conditions of the two linear programs from step (ii) imply that

pw8, p8q can be augmented to a KKT point pw8, p8,Λ,Γq to the restricted master problem (5),

that is, pw8, p8q is a stationary point to the restricted master problem (5) as claimed.

In view of the first step, we note that similar arguments as in step (ii) of the proof of Theorem 6
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show that the sequence twtutPN is bounded. Since the sequence tptutPN is bounded by construction,

we conclude that the sequence tpwt, ptqutPN produced by Algorithm 3 is bounded as well.

As for the second step, fix any limit point pw8, p8q of the sequence tpwt, ptqutPN produced by

Algorithm 3, and let tpwtj , ptj qujPN be a subsequence that converges to pw8, p8q. To see that w8

minimizes the first LP in Algorithm 3 if we replace pt�1 with p8, note first that for all j P N,

¸
kPrKs

w
tj
k � νkpsq ¥

¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

w
tj
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p

tj�1
sak ps

1q

¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

w
tj
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p

tj
sakps

1q @ps, aq P C,

where the first and second inequality follow directly from the construction of the first and second

optimization problem in Algorithm 3, respectively. Taking the limit j ÝÑ 8 on both sides of this

equation shows that

¸
kPrKs

w8
k � νkpsq ¥

¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

w8
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p8sakps

1q @ps, aq P C,

that is, w8 is feasible in the first LP in Algorithm 3 if we replace pt�1 with p8. To see that w8 is

also optimal in the first LP in Algorithm 3 if we replace pt�1 with p8, we note that

fpwt�1q ¤ fpwt�1q � λt
∥∥wt�1 � wt

∥∥
1
¤ fpwtq @t P N,

where

fpwq �
¸

kPrKs

wk

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq

denotes the unregularized objective function of the first LP in Algorithm 3. Here, the first in-

equality holds by construction, and the second inequality is due to the feasibility (but typically

suboptimality) of wt in the first LP in Algorithm 3 at iteration t� 1. We thus conclude that

fpwtj�1q � λtj�1

∥∥wtj�1 � wtj
∥∥
1
¤ fpwtj�1q � λtj�1

∥∥wtj�1 � wtj
∥∥
1

� min
wPΩpptj q

 
fpwq � λtj�1

∥∥w � wtj
∥∥
1

(
, (13)
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where

Ωppq �

$&
%w P RK :

¸
kPrKs

wk � νkpsq ¥
¸
jPrJs

rjpϕps, aqq � γ
¸

kPrKs

w
tj
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psakps

1q @ps, aq P C

,.
-

denotes the feasible region of the first LP in Algorithm 3. Here, the inequality holds since fpwt�1q ¤

fpwtq for all t P N implies that fpwtj�1q ¤ fpwtj�1q and the equality is due to the definition of

fpwtj�1q, respectively. Since the sequence twtutPN is bounded, we can construct a compact set W
that contains it. Proposition 4.4 of Bonnans and Shapiro (2013) as well as the subsequent discussion

in the same reference then imply that the optimal value map

pw, p, λq ÞÑ min
w1PΩppq

 
fpw1q � λ

∥∥w1 � w
∥∥
1

(

is continuous over its domain W � P � r0, λ1s. Therefore, we have

lim
jÑ8

min
wPΩpptj q

 
fpwq � λtj�1

∥∥w � wtj
∥∥
1

(
� min

wPΩpp8q
tfpwq � λ8 ∥w � w8∥1u � min

wPΩpp8q
fpwq,

and taking the limit j Ñ 8 on both sides of (13) shows that fpw8q ¤ mintfpwq : w P Ωpp8qu,

that is, w8 is indeed optimal in the first LP in Algorithm 3 when pt�1 is replaced with p8.

We next show that p8 minimizes the second LP in Algorithm 3 if we replace wt with w8. To

this end, we observe that for all t P N, we have

¸
kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

wt
k � νkps

1q � ptsakps
1q ¤

¸
kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

wt
k � νkps

1q � psakps
1q @p P Ppϕps, aqq,

where Ppϕps, aqq denotes the feasible region of the second LP in Algorithm 3. Taking the limit

t ÝÑ 8 on both sides of this inequality implies that

¸
kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

w8
k � νkps

1q � p8sakps
1q ¤

¸
kPrKs

¸
s1PSrνks

w8
k � νkps

1q � psakps
1q @p P Ppϕps, aqq,

which shows that p8 minimizes the second LP in Algorithm 3 if we replace wt with w8.

In view of the third step, finally, note that we can readily convert the probabilities p8sak P

∆pSrνksq, k P rKs, to probabilities p8sa P ∆pSq that act as decision variables in problem (5). The
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KKT conditions of the first LP in Algorithm 3 then imply the existence of Λsa, ps, aq P C, such that

Stationarity:

¸
sPSrνks

νkpsq
¹

nPsrνks

qnpsnq �
¸

ps,aqPC
Λsa

�
�γ ¸

s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p8saps

1q � νkpsq

�
� 0 @k P rKs

Primal feasibility:¸
kPrKs

w8
k � νkpsq ¥ rpϕps, aqq � γ

¸
kPrKs

w8
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p8saps

1q @ps, aq P C

Dual feasibility:

Λsa P R� @ps, aq P C
Complementary slackness:

Λsa

�
�rpϕps, aqq � γ

¸
kPrKs

w8
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � p8saps

1q �
¸

kPrKs

w8
k � νkpsq

�
� 0 @ps, aq P C.

Similarly, the KKT conditions of the second LP in Algorithm 3 imply the existence of Θsa, ps, aq P C,
such that

Stationarity:

γ � Λsa

¸
kPrKs

w8
k � νkps

1q � rΨsass1
JΘsa � 0 @ps, aq P C, @s1 P S

Primal feasibility:

Ψsap
8
sa ¤ ψsa @ps, aq P C
Dual feasibility:

Θsa P RMsa
� @ps, aq P C

Complementary slackness:

Θsa
J pΨsap

8
sa � ψsaq � 0 @ps, aq P C.

We can now see that pw8, p8,Λ,Γq with Γsa � γΛsaΘsa, ps, aq P C, satisfies the KKT conditions

of the restricted master problem (5) as reported in the proof of Theorem 6.

Proof of Corollary 2. To determine a maximally violated constraint in problem (5), we need

to solve the max-min problem from Algorithm 2. We follow the standard robust optimization
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approach and first dualize the inner minimization problem,

minimize
p

¸
kPrKs

w�
k

¸
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psakps

1q

subject to Margnppsakq P Pnpϕps, aqq @k P rKs, @n P srνks

MargN pk,k1qppsakq � MargN pk,k1qppsak1q @1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K

psak P ∆pSrνksq, k P rKs.

This problem can be re-expressed as

minimize
p

¸
kPrKs

w�
k � µk

Jpsak

subject to Ψnpϕps, aqqMk,npsak ¤ ψnpϕps, aqq @k P rKs, @n P srνks

Mk,N pk,k1qpsak � Mk1,N pk,k1qpsak1 @1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K

psak ¥ 0, k P rKs,

(14)

where we introduce |Srνks|-dimensional vectors µk satisfying µk
Jpsak �

°
s1PSrνks

νkps
1q � psakps

1q,

where we describe the ambiguity set via Pnpϕps, aqq � tpn P RSn
� : Ψnpϕps, aqqpn ¤ ψnpϕps, aqqu

for some Ψnpϕps, aqq P RMsa�Sn and ψnpϕps, aqq P RMsa , and where we exploit that Margnppsaκq �

Mκ,tnupsaκ and MargN pk,k1qppsaκq � Mκ,N pk,k1qpsaκ for

Mk,Ω � b
nPsrνks

Ek,Ω,n P RMΩ�|Srνks| with Ek,Ω,n �

$'&
'%
I2Sn if n P Ω,

12Sn
J otherwise,

where Id and 1d are the d� d identity matrix and the d-vector of all ones, respectively, b denotes

the Kronecker product, andMΩ � 2
°

nPΩ Sn . Here and in the following, we omit the brackets around

n in the subscript of Mk,tnu for ease of notation.

Since Ppϕps, aqq is non-empty and bounded by construction, problem (14) is feasible and
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bounded, and it therefore affords the strong LP dual

maximize
χ, δ

�
¸

kPrKs

¸
nPsrνks

ψnpϕps, aqq
Jδkn

subject to w�
kµk �

¸
nPsrνks

Mk,n
JΨnpϕps, aqq

Jδkn ¥

¸
1¤k1 k

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχk1k �

¸
k k1¤K

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχkk1 @k P rKs

χkk1 P RMN pk,k1q , 1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K, δkn P RMsa
� , k P rKs and n P srνks.

Note that the functions Ψn and ψn inherit the low-scope property of Pn, and let srPns � srΨns Y

srψns and SrPns � t
°

iPrIs 1ri P srPnss �xi � ei : x P X u describe the scope of Pn in terms of indices

and sub-vectors, respectively. We then obtain that

Ψnpϕps, aqq �
¸

fPSrPns

Ψnpfq � 1rf � ϕps, aqs and ψnpϕps, aqq �
¸

fPSrPns

ψnpfq � 1rf � ϕps, aqs.

Following the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5, we have ξnf � 1rφi � fi @i P srPnss if

and only if ξnf P r0, 1s and

ξnf ¤ p2fi � 1qφi � 1� fi @i P srPns as well as ξnf ¥ 1�
¸

iPsrPns

φi � fi
2fi � 1

.

Hence, the dual problem has the equivalent reformulation

maximize
χ, δ, ξ

�
¸

kPrKs

¸
nPsrνks

¸
fPSrPns

ψnpfq
Jδkn � ξnf

subject to w�
kµk �

¸
nPsrνks

¸
fPSrPns

Mk,n
JΨnpfq

Jδkn � ξnf ¥

¸
1¤k1 k

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχk1k �

¸
k k1¤K

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχkk1 @k P rKs

ξnf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrPns

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ξnf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @n P rN s, @f P SrPns, @l P srPns

χkk1 P RMN pk,k1q , 1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K, δkn P RMsa
� , k P rKs and n P srνks,

where we use the abbreviation φ � ϕps, aq. We next linearize this problem by replacing both the

decision vectors δkn and the bilinear terms δkn � ξnf with triple-indexed auxiliary vectors δknf that

satisfy δknf ¥ 0 and δknfℓ ¤ M � ξnf , ℓ P rMsas, for some sufficiently large constant M ¡ 0. Under
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this reformulation, the dual problem becomes

maximize
χ, δ, ξ

�
¸

kPrKs

¸
nPsrνks

¸
fPSrPns

ψnpfq
Jδknf

subject to w�
kµk �

¸
nPsrνks

¸
fPSrPns

Mk,n
JΨnpfq

Jδknf ¥

¸
1¤k1 k

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχk1k �

¸
k k1¤K

Mk,N pk,k1q
Jχkk1 @k P rKs

ξnf P r0, 1s, 1�
¸

iPsrPns

φi � fi
2fi � 1

¤ ξnf ¤ p2fl � 1qφl � 1� fl @n P rN s, @f P SrPns, @l P srPns

χkk1 P RMN pk,k1q , 1 ¤ k   k1 ¤ K, δknf P RMsa
� , δknfℓ ¤ M � ξnf , k P rKs, n P srνks, f P SrPns and ℓ P rMsas.

Finally, re-inserting this problem into the outer maximization of the max-min problem from Al-

gorithm 2 and applying the same transformations as in the proof of Theorem 5 results in the

formulation from the statement of the corollary.

Following the standard theory of LP duality, the transition probabilities ps�a� associated with

an optimal solution ps�, a�, φ�, ζ�, η�, ξ�, β�, χ�, δ�q of the MILP from the statement of the corollary

correspond to the shadow prices of the first
°

kPrKs |srνks| constraints in that problem.

The worst-case expectation in the statement of Proposition 4 can be formulated as a bilinear

program, and bilinear programming is known to be NP-hard. However, our worst-case expectation

problem has a specific structure where each set of variables pn resides in a probability simplex.

This structure appears to render straightforward reductions onto NP-hard classes of bilinear pro-

grams, such as the quadratic assignment problem (Sahni and Gonzalez, 1976) or bilinear set sep-

aration (Bennett and Mangasarian, 1993), difficult. Instead, our proof of Proposition 4 combines

a classical representation of Nash equilibria due to Mangasarian and Stone (1964) with a recent

PPAD-hardness result of Chen and Deng (2006).

Proof of Proposition 4. We construct a reduction to the two-player Nash equilibrium problem:

Two-Player Nash Equilibrium.

Instance. Given are payoff matrices A,B P Rm1�m2 for two players.

Question. Find a profile of mixed strategies x� P ∆prm1sq and y
� P ∆prm2sq

that constitute mutual best responses, that is, px�qJAy� ¥ xJAy� for all

x P ∆prm1sq and px
�qJBy� ¥ px�qJBy for all y P ∆prm2sq.
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The two-player Nash equilibrium problem is known to be PPAD-hard (Chen and Deng, 2006).

Moreover, Mangasarian and Stone (1964) have shown that the Nash equilibria in this problem

coincide precisely with the optimal solutions px�, y�, α�, β�q to the bilinear program

maximize
x, y, α, β

xJpA�Bqy � α� β

subject to α � 1 ¥ Ay, β � 1 ¥ BJx

x P ∆prm1sq, y P ∆prm2sq, α, β P R,

(15)

and thus solving problem (15) is also PPAD-hard. Note that any optimal solution px�, y�, α�, β�q to

problem (15) satisfies α� � ai1
Jy� � maxiPrm1s ai

Jy� and β� � bi2
Jx� � maxiPrm2s bi

Jx� for some

pi1, i2q P rm1s � rm2s, where ai
J and bj refer to the i-th row of matrix A and the j-th column of

matrix B, respectively. We can thus optimally solve problem (15) by solving the m1 �m2 auxiliary

bilinear programs

maximize
x, y

xJpA�Bqy � ai1
Jy � bi2

Jx

subject to ai1
Jy ¥ ai

Jy @i P rm1s

bi2
Jx ¥ bi

Jx @i P rm2s

x P ∆prm1sq, y P ∆prm2sq

(16)

parameterized by pi1, i2q P rm1s� rm2s, where we have substituted out the decision variables α and

β. In particular, an optimal solution px�, y�q to an instance pi�1, i
�
2q of problem (16) achieving the

largest objective value among all instances pi1, i2q P rm1s � rm2s gives rise to an optimal solution

px�, y�, α�, β�q via α� � ai�1
Jy� and β� � bi�2

Jx�. Due to their ability to jointly solve the PPAD-

hard problem (15), solving the bilinear programs (16) is PPAD-hard as well. In the remainder,

we show that each bilinear program (16) can be cast as an instance of our worst-case expectation

problem from the statement of the proposition. This will imply that our worst-case expectation

problem is PPAD-hard as well, as desired.

Fix an instance of problem (16), which is described by the matrices A,B P Rm1�m2 as well

as the indices i1 P rm1s and i2 P rm2s. We construct a factored MDP with N � 2 sub-state

spaces Sn � tsn P Bmn :
°

iPrmns
sn,i � 1u, n P rN s, and the ambiguity sets P1 � tp P ∆prm1sq :

bi2
Jp ¥ bi

Jp @i P rm2su as well as P2 � tp P ∆prm2sq : ai1
Jp ¥ ai

Jp @i P rm1su. According to

our definition of the factored ambiguity sets, the transition probability pps1q for s1 � ps11, s
1
2q P S

satisfies pps1q � p1ps
1
1q � p2ps

1
2q for some p1 P P1 and p2 P P2. In the following, p1 and p2 will play
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the roles of x and y in problem (16), respectively. Setting vps1q � Aj1,j2 �Bj1,j2 � ai1,j2 � bi2,j1 for

all such s1 then results in the expected value

¸
s1PS

pps1q � vps1q �
¸

j1Prm1s

¸
j2Prm2s

pAj1,j2 �Bj1,j2 � ai1,j2 � bi2,j1q � p1ps
1
1,j1q � p2ps

1
2,j2q

� p1
JpA�Bqp2 � ai1

Jp2 � bi2
Jp1.

The statement now follows from the fact that the constraint p P Ppϕps, aqq in the worst-case

expectation problem coincides precisely with the constraints of problem (16).

Proof of Observation 2. In view of the first claim, we first show via contraposition that Π̂pπq X

Π̂pπ1q � H whenever π � π1. To this end, fix any two non-lifted policies π, π1 P Π that satisfy

Π̂pπq X Π̂pπ1q � H as well as any π̂ P Π̂pπq X Π̂pπ1q. We then have

π̂pŝq � πpuq � π1puq @ŝ � pu, s0, a0, 1q P Ŝ.

Since tu : pu, s0, a0, 1q P Ŝu � S, we have πpuq � π1puq for all u P S, that is, we obtain the desired

contradiction that π � π1. The first claim now follows if we can show that
�

πPΠ Π̂pπq � Π̂. Indeed,

fix any π̂ P Π̂ and construct the policy π satisfying πpuq � π̂ppu, s0, a0, 1qq for all u P S. We then

have π̂ P Π̂pπq as desired.

As for the second claim, fix any π̂, π̂1 P Π̂ satisfying π̂, π̂1 P Π̂pπq for some π P Π. This implies

that π̂pŝq � π̂1pŝq for all states ŝ � pu,m, a, nq P Ŝ with pm, a, nq � ps0, a0, 1q. Fix any transition

kernel p̂ P P̂ as well as any finite state trajectory ŝ1, . . . , ŝT�1 P Ŝ, T P N, and set M � tT {N u.
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The probability of observing this trajectory under p̂ coincides for both policies π̂ and π̂1 since

qpŝ1q �
¹
tPrT s

p̂pŝt�1 | ŝt, π̂pŝtqq

� qpŝ1q �
M¹
τ�0

¹
tPrNs

p̂pŝτN�t�1 | ŝτN�t, π̂pŝτN�tqq �
¹

tPrT�MNs

p̂pŝMN�t�1 | ŝMN�t, π̂pŝMN�tqq

� qpŝ1q �
M¹
τ�0

¹
tPrNs

p̂pŝτN�t�1 | ŝτN�t, π̂1pŝτN�tqq �
¹

tPrT�MNs

p̂pŝMN�t�1 | ŝMN�t, π̂1pŝMN�tqq

� qpŝ1q �
¹
tPrT s

p̂pŝt�1 | ŝt, π̂1pŝtqq.

Here, the first and last identity group the transitions into M sub-sequences of N transitions each,

plus one final sub-sequence collecting the last T �MN   N transitions (if present). To see that the

second equality holds as well, observe first that we either have ŝτN�1 � pu, s0, a0, 1q for some u P S
or the probability of observing the trajectory is zero (in which case the entire chain of equalities

trivially holds). A similar argument shows that we either have ŝτN�t � pu,m, a, tq for some u,m P S
and a P A or the probability of observing the trajectory is zero. The second equality then follows

from a case distinction on t. Whenever t � 1, we can assume that ŝτN�t � pu, s0, a0, 1q for some

u P S, and we observed before that π̂pŝq � π̂1pŝq for all such states, that is, the probabilities on

both sides of the second equality must coincide for t � 1. Whenever t ¡ 1, on the other hand, the

construction of our lift implies that the transition probabilities are unaffected by the policy, and

thus the probabilities on both sides of the second equality trivially coincide for t ¡ 1.

To conclude the second claim, we show that the two policies π̂ and π̂1 generate the same rewards

on the state trajectory ŝ1, . . . , ŝT�1. To this end, we can again assume that ŝτN�1 � pu, s0, a0, 1q
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for some u P S and ŝτN�t � pu,m, a, tq for some u,m P S and a P A. We then observe that

¸
tPrT�1s

γ̂t � r̂pϕ̂pŝt, π̂pŝtqqq

�
M̧

τ�0

¸
tPrNs

γ̂τN�t � r̂pϕ̂pŝτN�t, π̂pŝτN�tqqq �
¸

tPrT�1�MNs

γ̂MN�t � r̂pϕ̂pŝMN�t, π̂pŝMN�tqqq

�
M̧

τ�0

γ̂τN � r̂pϕ̂pŝτN , π̂pŝτN qqq �
M̧

τ�0

γ̂τN � r̂pϕ̂pŝτN , π̂1pŝτN qqq

�
M̧

τ�0

¸
tPrNs

γ̂τN�t � r̂pϕ̂pŝτN�t, π̂1pŝτN�tqqq �
¸

tPrT�1�MNs

γ̂MN�t � r̂pϕ̂pŝMN�t, π̂1pŝMN�tqqq

�
¸

tPrT�1s

γ̂t � r̂pϕ̂pŝt, π̂1pŝtqqq.

Here, the first and last identity group the transitions into sub-sequences as before. The second and

penultimate identity exploit that the rewards vanish at all states ŝ � pu,m, a, nq with pm, a, nq �

ps0, a0, 1q. The third identity, finally, follows from the fact that π̂pŝτN q � πpuq � π̂1pŝτN q for

ŝτN � pu, s0, a0, 1q with u P S since π̂, π̂1 P Π̂pπq. We thus conclude that π̂ and π̂1 generate the

same transitions and rewards across any finite state trajectory, which implies the second claim.

Proof of Theorem 8. In view of the first statement, we first show that Fpπ;Rq ¥ Lpπ̂;Rq for all
instances R, all non-lifted policies π P Π and all lifted policies π̂ P Π̂pπq. To this end, fix any R,

π P Π, π̂ P Π̂pπq and p P PF, and construct the lifted transition kernel p̂ P P̂ associated with p as

outlined in the beginning of Section 4. Our claims then follows if we show that

Ep

� ¸
tPN0

γt � rps̃t, πps̃tqq | s̃0 � q
�
� Ep̂

� ¸
tPN0

γ̂t � r̂p˜̂st, π̂p˜̂stqq | ˜̂s0 � q̂
�
,

where we notationally emphasize the transition kernels governing the respective stochastic pro-

cesses. To this end, we proceed along the lines of the proof of Observation 2 and notice that there

is a one-to-one correspondence between the state trajectories s1, . . . , sT P S, T P N, in the factored

RFMDP and the state trajectories ŝ1, . . . , ŝNT P Ŝ in the lifted RFMDP that satisfy

ŝNpt�1q�n �

�
�
�
�pst�1

1 , . . . , st�1
n qJ

pstn�1, . . . , s
t
N q

J

�
� , stpnq, atpnq, n

�
 @t P rT s, @n P rN s,
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where pstp1q, atp1qq � ps0, a0q and pstpnq, atpnqq � pst, πpstqq otherwise, in the sense that both

trajectories share the same occurrence probabilities and rewards, and no other trajectories are

observed with positive probability in either RFMDP.

We next show that Lpπ̂;Rq ¥ NFpπ;Rq for all instances R, all non-lifted policies π P Π and

all lifted policies π̂ P Π̂pπq. To this end, fix any R, π P Π, π̂ P Π̂pπq and p̂ P P̂, and consider the

non-lifted and non-factored transition kernel p satisfying

psaps
1q �

¹
nPrNs

p̂

�
�
�
�
�
� ps11, . . . , s

1
nq

psn�1, . . . , sN q
J

�
� , spn` 1q, apn` 1q, n` 1

�


�����
�
�
�
�ps11, . . . , s1n�1q

psn, . . . , sN q
J

�
� , spnq, apnq, n

�

�


for all s, s1 P S and a P A, where N ` 1 � 1 and n ` 1 � n � 1 otherwise, psp1q, ap1qq � ps0, a0q

and pspnq, apnqq � ps, aq otherwise. The assumed convexity of the marginal ambiguity sets ensures

that p P PNF. A similar argument as in the preceding paragraph shows that

Ep̂

� ¸
tPN0

γ̂t � r̂p˜̂st, π̂p˜̂stqq | ˜̂s0 � q̂
�
� Ep

� ¸
tPN0

γt � rps̃t, πps̃tqq | s̃0 � q
�
,

which concludes that indeed NFpπ;Rq ¤ Lpπ̂;Rq ¤ Fpπ;Rq for all R, π P Π and π̂ P Π̂pπq.

The case where NFpπ;Rq � Lpπ̂;Rq � Fpπ;Rq arises, for example, when all marginal ambiguity

sets are singleton sets that contain Dirac distributions, that is, when we consider a non-robust

deterministic FMDP. The examples provided below to prove the second and third statement of

the theorem constitute instances where Lpπ̂;Rq coincides with either NFpπ;Rq or Fpπ;Rq but not
both. Example 9, finally, provides an instance where all three formulations attain different values.

This proves the first statement of the theorem.

As for the second statement, consider the family of RFMDP instances with state space S �±
nPrNs Sn and Sn � B, n P rN s, action space A � t1u, ϕps, aq � ps, aq, a deterministic initial

state s0 satisfying s0n � 1rn is evens, n P rN s, marginal ambiguity sets Pn under which pnps
1
n �

0|s, aq � pnps
1
n � 1|s, aq � 1{2 for all even sub-states n P rN s as well as Pn � ∆pSnq for all odd

sub-states n P rN s, and unit rewards whenever there is η P rtN{2us such that s2η � s2η�1. In this

case, NF�pRq � L�pRq � 0 since the worst-case distribution can always ensure that s2η � s2η�1

for all η P rtN{2us with probability 1. We have F�pRq � γ � p1� γq�1 � p1� 2�tN{2uq, on the other

hand, since no matter which distribution from the ambiguity set is selected, the probability that
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s2η � s2η�1 for all η P rtN{2us is 1{2tN{2u because all even sub-states transition independently.

In view of the third statement, finally, consider the family of RFMDP instances with state

space S �
±

nPrNs Sn and Sn � B, n P rN s, action space A � t1u, ϕps, aq � ps, aq, a deterministic

initial state s0 satisfying s0n � 1rn is evens, n P rN s, marginal ambiguity sets Pn under which

pnps
1
n � 0|s, aq � pnps

1
n � 1|s, aq � 1{2 for all n P rN s and unit rewards whenever s � p0, . . . , 0q

and s � p1, . . . , 1q. In this case, NF�pRq � 0 since the worst-case distribution transitions into

the two states s � p0, . . . , 0q and s � p1, . . . , 1q with probability 1{2 each. We have L�pRq �
F�pRq � γ � p1 � γq�1 � p1 � 2�pN�1qq, on the other hand, since at any time t � 2, . . ., the new

state is s � p0, . . . , 0q or s � p1, . . . , 1q with probability 1{2N each because all sub-states transition

independently.
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